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INTERIM REPORT ON THE CONSULTATIONS OF THE SIX PERMANENT

MEMBERS OF THE UNITED NATIONS ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

APPROVED ON 24 OCTOBER 1949
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Document A/1045 and Corr. 1

In paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution
191 (HI) of 4 November 1948, the representa
tives of the sponsoring Powers, who are the
permanent members of the Atomic Energy Com
mission, namely, Canada, China, France, the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
and the United States of America, were requ~sted

to huld consultations "in order to determine if
there exists a basis for agreement on the interna
tional control of atomic energy to ensure its use
only for peaceful purposes and for the elimination
from national armaments of atomic weapons".

The first meeting took place on 9 August 1949.
The consultations have not yet been concluded
and are continuing but, in order to inform the
General Assemblv of the position which has so far
been reached, the six sponsoring Powers have de
cided to transmit to it the summary records of the
first ten meetings.

ANNEX

Consultations of the six permanent members
of the United Nations Atomic Energy
Commission

SUMMARY RECORDS OF THE FIRST TEN MEETINGS

[The document symbols for these summary rec
ords are A/PERMANEYT MEMBERS AEC/
SR.1 to 10 inclusive. The original texts were in
English, and were issued on 24 October 1949.]

FIRST MEETING

Held at Lake Success, New York,
on Tuesday, 9 August 1949, at 11.30 a.111.

Members:
General A. G. L. l\!ICNAUGI-ITON, Canada;
Dr. T. F. TSIANG, China;
Mr. Jean CHAUVEL, France;
Mr. S. K. TSARAPKIN, Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics;
Sir Alexander CADOGAN, United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern Ireland;
Mr. John D. HICKERSON, United States of

Amerir.a.

Secretariat:
Mr. Byron PRICE, Acting Secretary-General;
Mr. C E. ZINCHENKO, Assistant Secretary

General;
Dr. D. PROTITCH, Principal Director;
Dr, O. FREY, Secretary.
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[01'iginal text: F1'enc!t]
[24 October 1949]

1. Opening of the meeting

In opening the meeting, Mr. Byron PRICE (Act
ing Secretary-General) observed that on 22 Ju!y
1949 Dr. Tsiang (China), Chairman oi the Atomic
Energy Commission dm:ng that month, had re
quested the Secretary-General to inquire whether
the other five sponsoring Powers of General As
sembly resolution 1 (1) were in agreement with
the view of the Chinese delegation that .ne spon
soring Powers should meet as requested by Gen
eral Assembly resolution 191 (HI) of 4 N"ovem
ber 1948. Each of those Powers had agreed to the
meeting being comened. ~Ir. Price said the Sec
retariat would be happy to give any assistance
which might be required.

2. Chairmanship

Dr. TSIANG (China) proposed that the chair
manship rotate among the States represented at
the consultations in the English alphabetical order
of their names, each chairman to hold office for
one meeting. The representative of China later
accepted the suggestion of the representative of
the United Kingdom that the chairman hold office
for one day on which meetings were held.

The proposal as amended was accepted.

Gcneral.i.lIcNaughton (Canada) then took the
chair.

3. Agenda

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the agenda be
paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution 191
(HI), which read:

"The General Assembl:y

"3. Requests the six sponsors of the General
Assembly resolution of 24 January 1946, which
are the permanent members of the Atomic Energy
Commission, to meet together and consult in order
to determine if there exists a basis for agreement
on the international control of atomic energy to
ensure its use only for peaceful purposes and for'
the elimination from national armaments of atomic
weapons, and to report to the General Assembly
the results of their consultation not later than its
next regular session."

~1:r. TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) noted that paragraph 3 only requested the
members to meet and to consult. Therefore, when
the substance of the resolution, which was em
bodied in paragraph 1, was to be discussed, he



wished to have the USSR draft resolution of 25
February 19-19 (AEC/37),l the draft proposals
of 11 June 1947 (AEC/2-!-)2 and the draft con
vention of 19 June 19-!-6 (AEc/7)3 included in
the agenda.

The CHAIRMAN observed that if the agenda
were limited to paragraph 3 of the General Assem
bly resolution, the agenda would set forth only the
pllqlose of the consultations, which W:iS "to deter
mine if there exists a basis for agreement". In
working towards that end, there was no objection
to the introduction by the delegations of any draft
proposals which were considered useful.

The members later agreed u//(lIlimousl:y that
oJ/ly paragraph 3 of the resolution '<l'ould be placed
Oil the agenda and that each delegation 'ii.'ould be
free to submit allY proposal 'ichich it felt ,«'ould
make a useful cOJ/tn:bution to the 'i('ork of the
grol/p.

-!-. Secretariat assistance

The members requested the Secretariat:

(a) To provide consecutive interpretation into
the English and French languages;

(b) To prepare summary records of each meet-
mg;

(c) To prepare a C01ll1ll1Wiquc of each meeting,
the COIIl/lllllliquc to be approved at the close of
each meeting and to be issued to the Press imme
diately thereafter.

--\.t the request of Mr. TSARAPKIX (Union of
Slwiet Socialist Republics), simultaneous inter
pretation into the Russian language was also to be
provided.

Dr. TSIANG (China) reserved the right of other
delegations to request a similar service.

The CIIAIIL\IAX proposed that the meetings be
held in closed session in order te facilitate the ex
change of vie\vs on a confidenti..l basis.

Mr. TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) suggested that it might be better to
have open meetings; but, if the other members
preferred closed meetings, he \vould not insist on
his proposal.

! t «'as agreed that closed meetings would be
held f'Jr thc present, and, if it wc/"e be/ic'i!ed advan
ta.r!eous to open them later) tlze matter could be
recollsidered.

5. Gelleral disCl/ssioll

~1r. HICKERSON (United States of America)
recalled that the consultations were being held at
the request of the General Assemblv to determine
whether the existing deadlock cOl;ld be broken,
whether a fresh approach to the subject could be
made and whether agreement could be achieved,
and then to report to the General Assembly. He
emphas:,,:ed that the United States Government
continued to support fully the plan of control and
prohibition approved by both the Commission and
the General Assembly at Paris. His Government
approved the plan because it was the only feasible

1 Sce Official Records of the Atomic Energv Commis-
sion, Fourth Year, No. 2, page 8. -

2 Ibid., Third Year, Special Supplement, annex 3 CC).
• Ibid., annex 3 CA).
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one which had been advanced so far. It was pos
sible that human ingenuity might produce some
alternative scheme which would commend itsell
to all. On the other halld, the USSR proposals
were unacceptable to his Government because they
fell far short of the indispensable safeguards
which must be devised. However, if the L'~~l{

or any other delegation had new proposals to
make, his Government was prepared to give them
its 1110St sympathetic consideration.

Sir Alexander CADOGAN (United Kingdom)
stated that his delegation found itself in very
much the same position as that set forth by the
representative of the United States. However, he
thought the members ought to try to find a new
approach to the problem and to avoid repeating
the arguments which had been advanced during
the past three years.

As a new approach to the problem, the United
Kingdom representative proposed that the major
ity plan might be dissected and a list made of the
fundamental points on which the plan depended.
The whole problem might then be seen in better
perspecti\'e and some advance made towards set
tling it. He said he would be willing to confer
with some of his cnlleagues and prepare such a
list if they thought one desirable. He suggested
that perhaps the USSR delegation might wish to
prepare a similar list covering its propos3.ls.

The members agreed that such a list would be
valuable. and the CHAIRlIfAN asked the United
Kingdom representative to undertake its prepara
tion. The Chairman suggested to the representa
tive of China, who was to be chairman at the next
meeting on Tuesday, 16 August, at 10.30 a.m., that
t~1e proposal be the main topic for consideration.

A communique was approved alld issuc'd as
Press release No. AC/211.

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m.

SECOND MEETING

H cld at Lake Success, New York,
011 Tuesday, 16 August 19-!-9) at 10.30 a.1/!.

Chair1l1on:
Dr. T. F. TSIANG, China;

.,Members:
General A. G. L. McNAUGHTON, Canada;
Mr. Jean CHAUVEL, France;
Mr. S. K. TSARAPKIN, Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics;
Sir Alexan?e:- CADOGAN, United Kingdom of

Great Bntall1 and Northern Ireland'
Mr. John D. HICKERSON, United States of

America.

Secretariat:
Mr. C. E. ZINCHENKO, Assistant Secretary

General;
Dr. D. PROTITCH, Principal Director;
Dr. O. FREY, Secretary.

1. General debate

Sir ~lexander. CAD~GAN (United Kingdom)
read a hst of tOPICS whIch his delegation had cir
culated on 11 August 1949. He pointed out that
the list, which had been prepared to serve as a
possible basis for the discussions, included the
fundamental points of the majority plan, which
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his delegation had supported, <Uld that those points
were essential to any effecth'e control plan which
might be devised. The topics had been listed in
order of their importance. He was of the opinion
that the list would assist the members in analysing
and defining their differences and would avoid
the repetition of the long debates which had taken
place during the past three years. If other repre
sentatives were also to put forth their ideas in a
similar form, he felt that that method might prove
useful in determining how great the differences
were and whether they could be reduced. He be
lieved that the fundamental differences between
the delegations, as well as the' area of agreement,
should be outlined during the consultations and
reported to the fourth session of the General
Assembly.

Sir Alexander then read a draft working paper
(appendix) which his delegation had prepared and
which contained the original list of topics and the
essential points under each item.

(The meeting 1we.,sed from 11.15 a.m. to 12.05
/'.111. in order that copies of a re~,ised draft of the
'working paper could be prepared.)

:\1r. TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) observed that the "International system
of control" was listed as point 1 and the "Prohi
bition of atomic weapons" as point 4. He did not
believe that that order of topics reflected the sub
stance of the atomic energy problem, as the pro
hibition of atomic weapons was the principal prob
lem to be solved. The problem of international
control was only a derivative of prohibition. If
there were no prohibition, there would be no rea
son to set up a system of controls. Therefore, he
proposed that points 1 and 4 be combined under
the heading "Prohibition of atomic weapons and
the international system of control".

Sir Alexander CADOGAN (United Kingdom)
said the USSR proposal might be good enough in
logic but not in experience. Although prohibition
might be primordial, it was a point of fact that
those who possessed atomic weapons must be pro
tected before they would give them up. While ,it
might be possible to consider the two questions
together, he had tried to direct the discussions
along the ne..,' line and to avoid the well-known
general arguments.

Mr. HIcKERsoN (United States of America)
emphasized that there must be a single-package
solution to the whole problem. There was a cer
tain logic in the order of the United Kingdom list.
If points 1 and 4 were combined, he felt it would
be only logical to consider all of the points at the
same time.

NIr. TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) stated that he had referred to the order
of the discussion of the topics when he proposed
that points 1 and 4 be amalgamated. He said the
USSR position was well-known. It was that both
conventions-that on prohibition of atomic weap
ons and that on the establishment, in connexion
with prohibition, of an international control sys
tem-should be concluded and put into force simul
taneously. The USSR representative did not agree
with the United States representative that the
combining of points 1 and 4 might lead to the
combining of all the items. His delegation would
not object to the separate consideration of the two
basic aspects of the problem, prohibition and con-
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trol, as long as they constituted a whole. Howc\'er,
prohibition should be considered first, because, in
the absence of prohibition, there would be no need
for establishing any kind of control.

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as the representative
of China, observed that the USSR proposal. i:l
effect, meant that point 4 would become point 1.
While the Chinese delegation saw the logic in the
order suggested by the United Kingdom de1ega
tion, the order of consideration should not be
allowed to create difficulties. Therefore, his dele
gation ,vould agree to the change in the list of
topics. He added that members realized that all
the topics were related and that agreement on one,
without agreement on all the others, would not
achieve the desired results.

Sir Alexander CADOGAN (United Kingdom)
obsen'ed that the members were nowhere near
agreement on control and, until a system of con
trol had been worked out and had proved effective.
there WOL.ld be no prohibition. Devising a system
of prohibition would be rather simple and require
only a few articles. Therefore, he felt the most
practical approach ,vould be to try to reach agree
ment on a control plan.

Mr. HIcKERsoN (United States of America)
said he would prefer to leave the list in its present
form, as it had been prepared to facilitate the dis
cussions. However, the order was of little conse
quence as long as it was kept clearly in mind that
a one-package solution to the problem must be
evolved. Mr. Hickerson believed that ii no atomic
weapons were in existence, Member nations would
still wish to have an international system of con
trol established in case such weapons were in
vented. He recalled that the first report stated that
outlawing the national production and use of
atomic weapons was an essential part of the inter
national system of control.

While considering the order of the United King
dom list of topics practicable, Mr. CHAUVEL
(France) did not believe the order of discussion
was of excessive importance as long as the reversal
of points 1 and 4 did not imply the reversal of the
measures entailed therein.

'While notmg that the list of topics had generally
commended itself to the members, General Mc
NAUGHTON (Canada) had no objection to con
sidering the fourth topic first. The order was not
important if all the topics were discussed. There
fore, he suggested that point 4 be discussed at the
next meeting and no decision be made as to which
point should be considered next.

As there was no objection to the Canadian rep
resentative's suggestion, the CHAIRMAN announced
that point 4, "Prohibition of atomic weapons",
would be considered at the next meeting.

In noting that the members had agreed at the
request of the USSR representative to consider
point 4 first, General McNAUGHTON (Canada)
expressed his hope that the USSR representative
would give his views on the question at the open
ing of the meeting.

While stating his delegation's willingness to
participate, Mr. TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet So
cialist Republics) considered it uncommon to com
pel a particular representative to open a discussion.
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General :-lcNAUGHTON (Canada) assured the
USSR representative that he had not intended to
bind him to speak first. However, he did believe
if the USSR representative were to elaborate on
some of his earlier remarks, it would benetlt the
work of those taking part in the consult'itions.

After the Chairman had read a draft of the
Press conh~ll1nique, 1\11'. TSARAPKIl': (Cnion of
Soviet Socialist Rept:blics) suggested that the
topic to be discussed at the next meeting be in
cluded in order to keep the public informed.

:'11'. HICKEl(SllX (United States of America)
and L;cneral :-lc:\' .\VGHTO:-l (Canada) believed it
would be tantalizing to the public to mention the
question being discussed \vithnt:t reporting any of
its details. Therefore, they proposed that no men
tion of a substantive matter be made.

While agreeillg 'ii.'itll the Chillese lwd USSR
rel'rcsclltati'i'cs that slIch a communique <('as Izol
lo'<c', the melllbcrs decided to omit, for the presellt,
all re/cr"/lct' to slI!'stllllti'i'c ljllestiolls.

Press r,'lcase .Yo.•-le!:!l:! 'ii.'GS apprm.'cd.

The CUAIIDIAN announced that the third meet
ing would be held on Friday, 19 August, at 10.30
a.m.

The meeting rose at 1.15 jJ m.

APPE~DIX

LI"'~ OF TOPICS PREPARED DV TEE REI'REsr':\T.\TlrES OF THE

ex T~D KJ:-;GUO~l OF GREAT HRITAI:\ A:\U NORTHERN

IREL\:';D

1. Illlcnwtiollal systcm of cOlltrol

(a) There should be a stroag and comprehemive inter
national system for the control of atomic energy and the
prohibition of atomic weapons, aimed at attaining the
objectives set forth in the resolution of the General As
sembly of 24 January 1946. Such an international system
should be established, and its scope and fnncticns delined
by an enforceable multilateral treaty in which all nations
should participate on jair a:ld equitable terms.

(b) Policies concerning the prcduction and use of
atcmic energy which substantially affect world security
should be governed by principles established in the treaty.
Production and other dangerous facilities should be dis
tributed in accordance with quotas and provision hid
down in the treaty.

2. hlternatiollal COlltrol Agency

(a) There should be established, within the framework
of the Security Council, an international control agency,
deriving its powers and status from the treaty under
which it is established. The agency should possess powers
and be charged with responsibility necessary and appro
priate L,r the prompt and effe~tive discharge 0 f the duties
imposed UpCli it by the terms of the treaty. Its powers
should be sufficiently broad and flexible to enable it to
deal with new developments that may hereafter arise in
the lieId I)f atomic energy.

(b) The personnel of the agency should be recruited
0:1 an international basis.

(c) The duly accredited representatives of the agency
should be afforded unimpeded rights of ingress, egress,
and access for the performance of their inspections alJd
other duties into, from and within the territory of every
participating nation, unhindered by national or local
authorities.

3. Excha'lge of information
Ca) The agency and the participating nations should be
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guided b; the general principle that there should be no
secrecy concerning scientific and technical information on
atomic energy.

(b) The agency shoulti promote among all nations the
exchailge of basic scientific information on atomic energy
for peacefull'nds.

4. }'rolribitio/l Ilf atomic ~e'..apo/ls

(a) International agreement to outlaw the national
production amI me of atomic weapons is an e~sential part
of this intel'1lational system of control.

(b) The manufacture, possession and use of atomic
weapllns by all nations and by all persons under their
jurisdiction should be krbidden.

(c) :\ny existing stocks of atomic weapons should be
disposed of, and proper use should be made of nuclear
fuel for peaceful purposes.

5. I>C~'clo/,IIll'/It of atolllic CIl,'I'!l)'

~ a) The development and use of atomic energy even
for peaceful purposes are not exclusively matters of do
mestic concern of individual nations, but rather have pre
dominantly international implications and repercussions.
The development of atomic energy must be made an
international co-operative enterprise in all its phases.

(b) The agency should have positive research and
developmental responsibilities in order to remain in the
forefront of atomic knowledge so as to render itself more
effective in promoting the beneficial uses of atomic energy
and in eliminating the destructive ones.

(c) The agency should obtain and maintain informa
tion as complete and accurate as possible concerning world
supplies 0 f source material.

6. COlltrol o~'cr atomic matel'ials alld facilities

(a) The agency should hold all atomic source materiais,
nuclear juels and dangerous facilities in trust for the
participating nations and be responsible for ensuring that
the provisions of the treaty in regard to their disposition
are executed.

(b) The agency should have the exclusive right to
operate and manage all dangerous atomic facilities.

(c) In any matters affecting security, nations cannot
have any pruprietary right or rights of decision arising
therefrom over atomic source m~ :erials, nuclear fuels or
dangerous facilities located within their territories.

(d) The agency must be given indisputable control of
the source materia!" promptly after their separation from
their natural deposits, and on taking possession should
give fair and equitable compensation determined by agree
ment with the nation concerned.

(c) Activities related to atomic energy, which are non
da:lgerous to security, such as mining and milling of
source material, and research, may bl:' operated by nations
or persons under licence from the agency.

7. J[calls of detecting alld pre~'elltillg clalldestille activities

The agency shol1ld have the duty of seeking out any
clanoestine activities or facilities involving source mate
rial or nuclear fuel; to this end it should have the power
to require reports on relevant matters, to verify these
reports and obtain such other informat;oIl as it deems
necessary by direct inspection or other means, all subject
to appropriate limitaticns.

8. Stages

The treaty should embrace the entire programme for
putting the international system of control into effect, and
should provide a schedule for the completion of the tran
SItional process over a period of time, step by step, in an
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oT,lerly and agreed sequence leading to the full and effec
tive c$tablishmcnt of international control of atomic ene,'gy
a"d pr'lhibition of atllmic weapons.

THIRD MEETING

H cld at Lake Success, IVcw York,
on Fi'ida)', 19 August 19-19, at 10.30 a.m.

('h:limlllll :
~Ir. Jean CUAFVEL, France;

Jlclllbcrs:
General .\. G L. :\[C;\.\UGIITON, Canada:
Dr. T. F. TSIANG. China;
Jlr. S K. TSAR.\PKI:-:. Unio.l of SO\'iet Socialist

RL'llllblic:, ;
Sir Alexander CADOG.\N, Cnited Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern Ireland;
Mr. John D. HICKEI:SON, l'nited States of

:\nwrica.

Secr~'tariat:
Mr. C. E. ZmCHEN KO, :\ssistant Secretary

General;
Dr. O. PREY, Secretary.

1. Prohibitioll of atoll/ic 'i.l'capolls

In opening the discussion, the CHAIRMAN ob
served that the members had agreed to cons:der
point 4, "Prohibition of atomic v,'eapons", of the
United }~ingdom list of topics (appendix to the
summary record of the second meeting). \ Vhile
the order of the list of points was not binding, the
order of their discussion would not prejudge their
order of application in any plan which might be
adopted. He al~o pointed out that any delegation
was, of course, free to introduce new items at any
time.

:\Ir. HICKERS(lN (l.'nited States of .America)
considered the ontline under point 4 a good sum
mary of the essential characteristics on the ques
tion of prohibition to be included in an acceptable
system of control. Naturally, there were many
details to be filled in later, but his Government
could accept such a system within the general
framework of the plan on international control
and prohibition approved by the General Assembly.

ldr. 'TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) said his delegation had examined point 4
of the United Kingdom working paper and wished
to submit amendments thereto (appendix) ,,,,hich
he then read. He pointed Olit that amendments
(a), (c) and (d) were modifications of the three
sub-paragraphs of the United Kingdom draft and
amendmcnt (b) ,vas an addition The representa
tire of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
realized it would be difficult to commence the dis
cussion of point 4 before an official translation of
the U SS R amendments had been distributed.
Therefore, he suggested that the Secretariat cir
cubte the translation as soon as possible and that
the discussion of point 4 be postponed until the
next meeting.

While agreeing with the Chairman that it would
be difficult to consider the amendments immedi
ately, Sir Alexander CADOGAN (United Kingdom)
t~lought the amendments raised a procedural ques
tion. If the members waited until the next meet
ing to consider the USSR amendments, the
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discussion at that time would have a close family
resemblance to those of the past. Therefore, he
suggested that it would be helpful if any delega
tion having amendments to any of the topics sub
mitted them at the outset of the consultations. The
representatives wnuld then have an ov('r-a11 view
of the problem, which might prevent them from
straying into a long, detailed and. possibly. repeti
tive discussion of each point of difference.

In supporting the United Kingdom suggestion,
the CII.\IR~I::\N expressed his hope that those dele
gations il<1ving amendments to any of the topics
would submit them as soon as possible in order
that the discus:<ions could be held on the broadest
po:,sible basis.

1\1r. TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) said that point 4, "Prohibition of atomic
weapons", should be discussed at the next meet
ing. as had been decided upon at the previous
meeting. 1f amel'dments were submitted thereto,
naturallv, thev should be di~cussed in connexi011
with that point.

The representative of the l'nion of Soviet So
cialist 1(epublics observed that the remaining
Flints. with the possible exception of point 3,
"Exchange of information", pertained to the prob
lem of t 1le international system of control and its
deri\·atives. Although the questions of control and
prohibition were closely rebted, he felt it would be
c1ifficult to consider all of the points simultane
ously without losing sight 0 f the original and basic
l.>rohlem-prohibition of atomic weapons. There
tore. he felt that the representatives should first
discuss point 4 and any amendments thereto.

The ClI AIlUI.\N did not believe that it had been
suggested that all eight items be considered to
gether. The L'nited Kingdom representative had
proposed that amendments to all eight topics be
submitted as soon as possible so that the members
would have a general view of the whole problem.
The Chairman observed that in reading the USSR
ame11l1i11ents. it appeared that points 1 and 4 were
integrated. However, there was no objection to
discussing point 4 first, with the bearing it might
have on the problem as a whole.

\ Vhill' noting that the members had decided to
consider point 4 first, Sir Alexander C\DOGAN
(United Kingdom) said that if the delecrations
having in I:lind amendments to all eight topics
would submit them, the representatives would then
have a birds-eye view of the existing divercrencies
of ?pinion. He believed such a procedureb wnuld
assist the representatives in determinincr whLLher
it were possible to fulfil their terms of ~eference
i.e., if there was any possibility of reaching agree~
ment on the problem as a whole.

Mr. HICKERSON (United States of America)
recalled that. his delegation was not particulariy
concerned With the order of discussion. It was
participating in the consultations in response to the
General. Assembly resolution requesting the six
sponsonng Powers to meet to determine if the
existing deadlock could be broken. His Govern
ment cont~m:ed to support the plan prepared by
the CommiSSIOn and approved by the General As
semb.l}: ~s the .only feasible plan on control and
pr0111b1tlOn which had been introduced. The two
questiop were inseparable, and the inter-relation
ship b· Neen them must be worked out. There
fore, .11til acceptable substitute proposals were
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subm it tL'd, the l'niteLl States C;o\'ernn1l'nt \\'ould
continue to support the plan appro \'ed bv the
General Assembly. .

Mr. Hickerson said that his Government had no
mtention of giving up its atomic weapons until
an effective control system had been established
which ensured that no nation would be able to
make atomic weapons with any degree of impun
ity. He did not believe anyone could expect his
Government to do differently.

Mr. TS.\RAl'KIN (Union of Soviet Socialist H.e
publics) observed that the United Kingdom rep
resentative had suggested a method of procedure
at the first meeting which had been accepted by
the other members. Substantially, it provided for
dividing the subject into its component parts and
examining each one separately to determine if a
genertil plan, acceptable to all delegations, could
be evolved. It was then decided to discuss, first,
the main link in the plan-prohibition of atomic
weapons. If the members were successful in evolv
ing a solution to the prohibition question, they
could progress to the other points of the plan-the
international control system.

The represent~tive of the Union of Soviet So
cialist Republics observed that the United States
representative now appeared uninterested in such
a method of work. Mr. Tsarapkin believed that
if the members were to go back to the international
system of control as devised by the majority, there
was no real prospect of reaching final agreement
on a plan acceptable to alL On the other hand, if
the method of work decided upon at the previous
meetings were followed, there was hope of agree
ing. Therefore, he believed that the members
should concentrate their efforts on solving the
prohibition question.

As the representatives had agreed to begin their
discussion with point 4, the CIL\IR1IAN said the
discussion of that topic and the USSR amend
ments thereto should be commenced at the next
meeting.

'While agreeing with the Chairman on the ques
tion of discussing point 4, General MeNAuGHToN
(Canada) believed that other points would be
involved in reaching agreement on point 4. There
fore, he thought it desirable to have any amend
ments to the other seven points submitted as soon
as possible.

In disagreeing with the representative of Can
ada, Mr. TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics) said that the conclusion reached 011

prohibition would influence the attitude of the rep
resentatives on the other questions. The problem
of an international control system was only of
secondary, derivative importance, and as compared
with the problem of prohibition of atomic weap
ons, the problem of control would emerge as and
when agreement was reached on prohibiting atomic
weapons.

General MeNAUGHTON (Can2.da) stated that
he was able to follow the sense of the USSR
amendments from the interpretation sufficiently
well to know that it was not practical to attempt to
discuss them without reference to other portions
of the United Kingdom working paper. He, there
fore, ventured to suggest again that if the USSR
representative had amendments to the other points,
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it would be helpful to the other members if they
were to submit them now.

Dr. TSIANG (China) observed that his delega
tion accepted the Chairman's earlier statement that
point 4 and the USSR amendments thereto would
be discussed at the next meeting. \Vith regard to
the future consultations, Dr. Tsiang observed that
the United Kingdom delegation had submitted an
outliue of the w{lole question under cOllsiueration
and that the Chinese delegation ap[,reciated the
uecessity of having the amendmens to the other
points submitted as soon as possible. I f they were
uot, his delegation would have to resene its judg
ment on the amendments to point 4 until it had had
an opportunity to study amendments to the other
points which might be submitted later.

The CHAIRMAN concluded that it would be help
ful if the USSR representative were able to give
the other members a general idea of the amend
ments which his delegation was going to present
on the other points. If not, it would be necessary.
in discussing point 4 at the next meeting, to ask
numerous questions on the problem as a whole.

Press release No. AC/213 was appro7.'ed.

The CHALR1L\)< announced that the fourth meet
ing would be held on Thursday, 25 August, at
3 p.m.

The meeting rose at 12.25 p.m.

APPENDIX

.\MENDME~TS SCBMITTED BY THE REPRESE~TATI\'E OF THE

UNION OF SonET SOCIAL<3T REPUBLICS TO POI~T 4 OF

THE LIST OF TOPICS PREPARED BY THE REPRESE~TATI\'E

OF THE U~ITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND ;\ORTII

ERN IRELAND

4. Prohibitioll of atomic weapolls:

(a) An international convention outlawing the produc
tion, use and possession of atomic weapons is an essential
part of any system of international control of atomic
energy. In order to be effective, such a convention should
be supplemented by the establishment of a universal sys
tem of international control, including inspection to en,
sure that the provisions of the convention are carried out
and "to protect States observing the convention from
possible violations and evasions".

(b) The Atomic Energy Commission should forthwith
proceed to prepare a draft convention for the prohibition
of atomic weapons and a draft convention on control of
atomic energy, on the understanding that both conventions
should be concluded and brought into effect simul
taneously.

(c) Atomic weapons should not be used in any circum
stances. The production, possession and use of atomic
weapons by any State, agency or person whatsoever should
be prohibited.

(d) All existing stocks of finished and unfinished atomic
weapons should be destroyed within three months of the
date of entry into force of the convention for the prohibi
tion of atomic weapons. Nuclear fuel contained in the
said atomic weapons should be used for peaceful purposes.

FOURTH MEETING

Held at Lake Success, New York,
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.11 t'mbers:
Mr. Arnolel C. SMITH, Canada;
Dr. T. F. TSIANG, China;
Mr. Jean CHAUVEL, France;
Sir Alexander CADOG,\N, l'nited Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern Ireland;
1\lr. John D. HICKERSO:\, l'niteel States of

America.

Sccrctariat:
Mr. C. E. ZINCHENKO, Assistant Secretary

Cieneral;
Dr. O. FRE'{, Secretary.

1. Prohibition of atomic 'Weapons

In opening the discussion, the CHAIRMAN ob
served that the members had agreed to discuss
point 4, "Prohibition of atomic weapons", of the
United Kingdom list of topics and the USSR
amendments thereto (appendices to the summary
records of the second and third meetings, respec
tively) .

Dr. TSIANG (China) gave a short resume of the
proceedings of the previous cO:lsttltations as back
ground information to the discL~ssion of point 4.
He then observed that he had studied the USSR
amendments and founel they were not confined
only to point 4 but touched upon several of the
other points. He obsened that:

1. The first sentence of the USSR amendment
4 (a) covered the same problem as point 4 (a) of
the United Kingdom working paper, and the sec
ond sentence touched upon points 1, 6 and 7.

2. USSR amendment 4 (b) and United King
dom point 1 covered the same subject, although
there was considerable difference in their sub
stance.

3. USSR amendment 4 (c) was identical in
meaning to point 4 (b) of the United Kingdom
working paper.

4. USSR amendment 4 (d), with one exception,
was identical with point 4 (c) of the United King
dom list of topics. The exception was the three
month time limit provided for the destruction of
atomic weapons. Point 8 of the working paper
touched upon that question.

Dr. Tsiang said he had come to two conclusions.
First, the USSR amendments to point 4 touched
upon several of the other points. Secondly, the
amendments, in so far as they related to point 4,
were substantially in agreement with the principles
set forth in the United Kingdom working paper.
The representative of China did not consider
phraseology important at that stage of the discus
sions as the representatives were not drafting a
treaty. However, in substance, the Chinese dele
gation accepted the following parts of the USSR
amendments pertaining to point 4:

"(a) An international convention outlawing the
production, use and possession of atomic weapons
is an essential part of any system of international
control of atomic energy.

"( c) Atomic weapons should not be used in any
circumstances. The production, possession and
use of atomic weapons by any State, agency or
person whatsoever should be prohibited.

"(d) All existing stocks of finished and unfin
ished atomic weapons should be destroyed. .
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Nuclear fuel contained in the said atomic weapons
should be used for peaceful purposes."

Dr. Tsiang believed that the representath'es
were in agreement on the substance of point 4.
Unless other representatives wished to speak on
the amendments, in relation to point 4, he sug
gested that they consider the amendments in rela
tion to point 1. He recalled that the USSR
representative had proposed at an earlier consul
tation that points +and 1 be amalgamated.

1\1r. CUAUVEL (France) stated that his delega
tion agreed with the views expressed by the Chi
nese representative on the USSR amendments in
so far as they pertained to point 4. He considered
the United Kingdom working paper to be an analy
tical statement of the problems to be soh'ed in
evolving an effective plan of international control
and prohibition while the USSR amendments ap
p:oached the problem from a synthetic point of
VIew.

Although the General Assembly had requested
the six sponsoring Powers to report on their con
sultations to the fourth session, Mr. Chauvel did
not think the discussions had advanced to a stage
where it was possible to formulate statements of
delegation positions on any given point. The
French represe.ntative observed that his delegation
would be happy to hear comments on point 4 from
other representatives. He suggested that they then
pass on to the topic most closely related to point
4, which appeared to be point 1, the "International
system 0 f control".

\Vhile stating that he was in agreement with
much of what his Chinese colleague had said, Mr.
HICKERSOK (United States of America) summar
ized the situation as follows: He believed all
delegations favoured the prohibition of atomic
weapons. The United States Government had ad··
vocated effective prohibition, made effective by
controls, e\'er since the Atomic Energy Commis
sion was first convened in June 1946. He thought
that the USSR amendments were obscure in re
gard to controls. Although the amendments
touched on the various aspects of control covered
in the L"nited Kingdom outline, they were not
sufficiently clear to cause the United States dele
gation to believe they met the problem or would
break the impasse in the Commission. In fact, the
amendments reintroduced the same USSR pro
posals which had been submitted to the Atomic
Energy Commission from 1946 to 1949 and which
had previously been discussed in great detail.

The representative of the United States said
that the question of prohibition and control was a
single problem which required one integrated solu
tion. His Government favoured effective prohibi
tion of atomic weapons based on that integrated
solution. The Commission's plan of control and
prohibition. approved by the General Assembly,
provided a workable and effective solution to the
problem. Therefore, his Government would con
tinue to support that plan until a better one was
deyiseel. His delegation was prepared to give sym
pathetic consideration to any proposals which
would lead to effective control and prohibition.
\iVhile the United Kingdom list was acceptable as
a basis for discussion, Mr. Hickerson did not be
lieve the representatives should be tied to any par
ticular procedure.

In agreeing with the French representative that



the principal issue was effective control, which
would make prohibition itself effective, the repre
sentative of the United States proposed that, un
less other members wished to speak on point 4,
they pass on to points 1 and 2 of the United King
dom working paper. They could return to point 4
whenever a representative wished.

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as the representative
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, noted
that the representatives of China, France and the
United States had commented on the CSSR
amendments and had agreed to certain parts of
the amendments. :\lr. Tsarapkin emphasized that
any attempt to extr:\ct certain portions of the
amendments and to discuss those portions in con
nexiol'l with the item on control was not in con
formity with the intent of the USSR amendments.

As the United States representative had said he
regarded prohibition and control as an indivisible
whole, Mr. Tsarapkin thought that the representa
tives ought to attempt to reach an understanding
on the basic issues first, i.e., those principles gov
erning the prohibition of atomic vveapons. His
Government considered the prohibition of atomic
weapons the core of the problem and control a
derivative of it. \Vithout prohibition, there was
no need for control.

Mr. Tsarapkin stated that his delegation's
amendments raised certain issues of principle, and
had been submitted because several provisions of
the United Kingdom working paper were unac
ceptable. He then made the following analysis of
point 4 of the United Kingdom working paper and
the USSR amendments thereto:

Paragraph 4 (a) and amendment 4 (a). The
United Kingdom text provided for the outlawing
of the national production and use of atomic
weapons but did not mention the question of own
ership. The USSR delegation believed it was also
essential to outlaw the ownership of atomic weap
ons. The word "national", in point 4 (a) of the
United Kingdom list of topics, narrowed the sig
nificance of prohibition, which must be extended
over all coumries, persons and agencies, including
the international control agency. The Soviet
amendment to point 4 (a) eliminated the narrow
ing effect of the C"nited Kingdom proposal in 4
(a) and extended the ban on the production and
use of atomic weapons not only to States but also
to any international agency or organization. The
outlawing 0 f production, use and possession of
atomic weapons by anyone became all the more
important since point 6 of the United Kingdom
proposal provided that tpe Agency should own all
the atomic materials and facilities in all the coun
tries throughout the world. The USSR delega
tion did not agree with the view held by other
delegations that the part of the amendment con
cerning the question of control should be discussed
later because it related to other points. The ques
tion of ownership was one of the basic principles
which must be ai.?;reed upon.

USSR amendment 4 (b). Both c011'ientions on
the prohibition of atomic weapons and on the con
trol of atomic energy should be concluded and
brought into force simultaneously. The discussions
had made it clear that each delegation was in
favour of prohibiting atomic weapons and estab
lishing, in connexion with the prohibition of atomic
weapons, a system of control. Therefore, the

USSR delegation had submitted its amendment
directing the Atomic Energy Commission to draw
up the conventions at once. The amendment did
not propose any details, but was simply a state
ment on basic principles.

Paragraph" (b) and amendment 4 (c). Point
4 (b) 0 f the United Kingdom proposal contained
the statement that nations and all persons uncler
their jurisdiction were prohibited from manufac
turing, possessing and using atomic weapons. This
form of words could be construed to mean that
the Agency was not so prohibited (point 6), which
was unacceptable to the USSR delegation. The
Soviet amendment 4 (c) eliminated the possibility
of such an interpretation.

Paragraph 4 (c) and amendment 4 (d). The
USSR amendments in connexion with the prohi
bition of atomic weapons provided for the destruc
tion, within a definite stated period, of all stocks
of atomic weapons, whether in a fini.,hed or un
finished condition. If all delegations agreed that
atomic weapons should be prohibited, there could
be no reasonable objection to setting a time limit
for the destruction of all stocks of atomic weap
ons, both finished and unfinished.

In conclusion, Mr. Tsarapkin said that the
USSR amendments restated the basic principles
of the isslie, to which no representatiYe could ob
ject. He felt that the basic principles of a control
plan should be discussed as soon as the considera
tion of point 4 had been completed. He recalled
that the Chinese and United States representatiYes
had suggested that the question of prohibition be
deferred and the problem of control be considered.
He did not know how the representatives could
discuss the question of control without first agree
ing on prohibition. If the members agreed with
the CSSR amendments to point 4, "Prohibition
of atomic weapons", of the United Kingdom list
of topics, then that agreement should be put in the
record, after which the members could proceed to
consider the next topic, control resulting from the
prohibition of atomic weapons.

l\Ir. SMITH (Canada) noted that the meetings
had been called in order that the six sponsoring
Powers could try to reach agreement on the main
principles covering the entire field of prohibition
and control. He, of course, hoped they would
agree, as such agreement was an essential prelim
inary step to drafting a cOlwention.

The Canadian representative stated that while
all the representatives wished to prohibit the
atomic weapons, it was evident that there would
be no prohibition without an effective system of
control. There could not be effective prohibition
without effective control. The USSR amendments
also made that fact clear. They read, in part: "In
order to be effective, such a convention should be
supplemented by the establishment of a universal
system of international control. . ." Therefore,
control and prohibition were interdependent. The
cardinal point then, in the opinion of the Canadian
delegation, was the question of control. It was
that question which had created the deadlock in
the discussions in the Atomic Energy Commission
and which must be solved by the six sponsoring
Powers.

Mr. Smith observed that the United Kingdom
working paper outlined the basic principles essen
tial to an effective system of international control
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and prohibition, principles which his Government
accepted. He recalled that, at the previous meet
ing, it had been suggested that all delegations hav
ing amendments to the United Kingdom working
paper, submit them as soon as possible. If that
procedure were followed, he felt it would facilitate
the discussions. The Canadian delegation had
studied the paper and had no amendments to
propose.

Sir Alexander CADOGAN (United Kingdom)
said that while several representatives had noted
there was general agreement on prohibition, no
one expected to get it unconditionally. There must
be an effective system of control. The representa
tive of the United Kingdom recalled that the
USSR representative had said it was useless to
talk about control without having agreed on pro
hibition. He felt that some one might retort that
the reverse was true. Recalling that the USSR
representative had proposed at a previous meeting
the amalgamation of points -1- and I, Sir A.lexan
del' thought it would prove difficult to continue the
discussion on point -1- much further aed suggested
that the system of control be considered next.

The CHAIR:\IAN noted that a number of the rep
resentatives had indicated that the discussions
should be more general, including both prohibition
ancI control. The Chairman, speaking as the repre
sentative of the Cnion of Soviet Socialist Repub
lics, recalled that, from the very beginning of the
discussions, he had proposed that points -1- and 1
be amalgamated under the heading "Prohibition
of atomic weapons and the international system of
control". If that were the desire of the other rep
resentatives, the consultations would proceed on
that basis.

1\11'. HIcKERsoN (United States of America)
observed that the six sponsoring Powers had been
requested to hold informal conversations to deter
mine whether a basis for agreement could be
found. The United Kingdom working paper was
a list of topics, with some elaboration, which had
been submitted to serve as a basis for discussion.
As it was not a formal document, ::.\Ir. Hickerson
did not believe the representatives should attempt
to amend it.

The United States representative stated that the
USSR representative had said that control with
out prohibition ,vould be meaningless and that
others thought prohibition without control would
be meaningless. It was clear that there were two
interrelated problems which must be corisidered
together. Therefore, Mr. Hickerson suggested
that the two questions be discussed in an informal
manner and that no attempt be made to amend the
United Kingdom working paper. Since two meet
ings had been devoted to considering the question
of prohibition, he suggested that the question of
control be taken up at the next meeting, recogniz
ing that it would probably be necessary to return
to the former from time to time.

Dr. TSIANG (China) remarked that the repre
sentatives were working at a disadvantage since
they did not have verbatim records. He was not
sure he had understood the Chairman's remarks
correctly, and he was certain that parts of his own
statement had been misunderstood.

While agreeing with the USSR represp.ntative's
statement that "control without prohibition was

meaningless", Dr. Tsiang considered the statement
of the other representatives, "prohibition without
control was meaningless", equally true. He re
called that at a previous meeting the USSR repre
sentative had proposed that the prohibition and
control questions be amalgamated.

The representative of China had discussed only
those parts of the USSR <..mendments pertaining
to point -1- because he preferred that the discussions
proceed from topic to topic and because he desired
additional information on those parts pertaining
to other Jloints. He wished it made clear that he
had taken no position on any parts of the amend
ments not related to point -1-. Dr. Tsiang accepted,
in principle, those parts of the amendments per
taining to point -1-. He realized there were differ
ences between the Cnited Kingdom working paper
and the l-SSR amendments; some were verbal and
some were indeterminate at that time. However,
he thought there was sufficient agreement on pro
hibition to proceed to the consideration of the con
trol system.

The Chinese representative did not believe that
the omission of the phrase "semi-finished atomic
weapons" was important since it was stated that
nuclear fuel should be used for peaceful purposes.
If the USSR delegation preferred the inclusion
of the phrase "semi-finished atomic weapons", Dr.
Tsiang would not object. He was not in a position
to discuss the three-month time limit and reserved
his position until point 8, "Stages", was considered.

The CHAIl{l\IAN, speaking as the representative
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, re
called that several representatives had stressed the
fact that prohibition without control was meaning
less and inconceivable. He did not believe any
representative had suggested prohibition without
control. The USSR amendments provided for the
implementation of a convention on prohibition
with one on control, both to be concluded and
brought into force simultaneously.

Mr. Tsarapkin observed that each of the renre
sentatives had agreed to the prohibition of at~mic
weapons. Such prohibition was embodied in
amendments (a), (c) and (d). Therefore, he
thought the representatives should record their
agreement and pass on to the next question, the
control system.

Mr. Tsarapkin said there was a basic issue
which could not be evaded and of wh:ch all other
questions were derivatives, i.e., the prohibition of
atomic weapons. His delegation recognized that it
\vas necessary to have controls to have effective
prohibition. Although the USSR delegation had
agreed that the two conventions should be pre
pared simultaneously, Mr. Tsarapkin pointed out
that they were two different questions. Prohibi
tion of atomic weapons was the core of the prob
lem while control was subordinate to it and was
a derivative of it.

Mr. Tsarapkin noted that the Chinese and Can
adian representatives had emphasized the second
sentence of amendment 4 (a). He believed the
Canadian representative had indicated his agree
ment to the USSR amendments. He then read
the USSR amendments and suggested that if the
representatives were in agreement in principle on
the USSR text, they should record informally
such agreement and take up the next important,
but derivative, item.
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1\1r. HICKERSON (United States of America)
recalled that he had stated. in his opening state
ment, that the USSR amendments were unaccept
able to his Government. \Vhile all the representa
tives wished to prohibit atomic weapons and to
establish an effective s)'.'tUTI of international con
trol, he did not believe the members had reached
the point of formulating agreements but were in
the discussion stage. He thought the discussion
had been carried as far as it possibly could he at
that meeting. Therefore, he suggested that it be
recorded that no agreement whatsoever had been
formulated and that the meeting be adjourned.

The CHAIRMAN asked the United States repre
sentative to clarify his remark to the effect that
no agreement had been reached on the question of
the prohibition of atomic weapons. He did not
believe that that statement was in conformity with
the statements of certain representatives.

In reply, Mr. HIcKEnsoN (United States of
America), emphasizing that he spoke only for his
delegation, observed that various aspects of the
question were being considered. 'While there might
well be agreement as the discussions progressed,
he did not feel the members were in a position to
record formal agreement on any phase of the prob
lem until all of its aspects had been examined.

Mr. SMITH (Canada) agreed with the United
States representative that members were not ready
to record agreement. The representative of Can
ada said he had not accepted the second sentence
of the USSR amendments. He had stated that
while all the delegations wanted to prohibit atomic
weapons, prohibition was inconceivable without
an effective system of international control. :.\lr.
Smith recalled that the USSR representative had
also stated that there must be established a univer
sal svstem of international control, including in
specdon. He felt it was clear that no formal
agreement on any aspect of the question could be
recorded at the present stage in the consultations
and he supported the motion for adjournment.

Press release No. AC/214 'was approved.

The CHAIRMAN announced that points 4 and 1,
"Prohibition of atomic weapons and the interna
tional system of control", would be discussed at
the fifth meeting, which ,vould be held on Thurs
day, 1 September, at 3 p.m.

The meeting rose at 5.55 p.m.

FIFTH MEETING

Held at Lake Success, New York,
on Thursday, 1 September 1949, at 3 p.lIl.

Chairman:
Sir Alexander CADOG.\N, Lnited Kingdom of

Great Britain and r,,"orthern Ireland;

J.11embers:
General A. G. L. 11cN.\UGIITON, Canada;
Dr. T. F. TSIANG, China;
1\1r. Jean CHAUVEL, France;
Mr. S. K. TSARAPKIN, Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics;
Mr. John D. HICKERSOX, Lnited States of

America.

Secrdarz'at:
Mr. C. E. ZINCHENKO, Assistant Secretary

General;
Dr. D. PIWTITCH, Principal Director;
Dr. O. FREY, Secretary.

1. Prohibition of atomic weapons

The CUAmMAN recalled the agreement of the
representatives to deal with points 4 and 1 of the
United Kingdom list of topics. On point 4 they
seemed to be agreed as to the general desirability
of prohibition. There was not yet an agreement in
detail but this was not necessary as they werc
searching for an area of agreement in principlc
and were not drafting. The eight points which
had been presented were interdependent and none
could be decided in isolation. However, the first
point led towards a control system and it would be
logical to proceed with it.

2. International system of control

After having perused the record of the previous
meeting, Mr. CHAUVEL (France) concurred in the
observation of the representative of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics that each of the repre
sentatives had agreed to the prohibition of atomiC
weapons. Indeed, no basic difficulties existed
which could not be resolved in a drafting session.
However, the divergence was more serious when
the USSR representative tried to secure agree
ment on the text of his amendments. In this regard
they should bear in mind the fact that they were
discussing principles and not a text. Moreover,
the CSS1{ amendment did not deal only with pro
hibition but also introduced the question of stages.
The difference in views between the USSR Gov
ernment and the other Governments in this ques
tion could not be overlooked when it appeared in
the amendment.

\Vhile it might be asserted that the question of
control would not arise if there were no prohibi
tion, it was equally true that the question of pro
hibition would not arise if there were no atomic
bomb. In logical reasoning they should folloN the
facts. While control might be meaningless with
out prohibition, Mr. Chauvel believed that pro
hibition would exist only to the extent that there
was effective control. It was in this sense that it
might be said that there was agreement on the
principle of prohibition.

The question then arose of what was effective
control. Mr. Chauvel observed that the dominant
fact was that the processes of production for peace
ful and warlike uses of nuclear fuel were the
same. If the sole object of control was to secure
compliance with the prohibition of atomic weap
ons, it would only be necessary to ensure that
there were no plants to assemble weapons. How
ever, all Governments recognized that it was essen
tial also to control facilities for peaceful purposes
and that their development should follow quotas
fixed by treaty. Thus, the basis for control was
the danger inherent in the production and posses
sion of nuclear fuel. This derived from the fact
that nuclear fuel could be used for eithcr peace or
war and, though the process might be complex, a
weapon could be made quickly. The situation was
in contrast to the problem of converting industrial
plants for the production of conventional arma
ments. The latter procedure was time-consuming
and easy to detect, while the diversion of nuclear
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fuel to military purposes could be accomplished
rapidly and in secrecy. Accordingly, it was
necessary to control nuclear industry.

Moreover, the General Assembly never envis
aged the subordination of control to prohibition.
In the resolution of 26 January 1946, the Commis
sion was instructed to make proposals for (b) the
control o·f atomic energy and (c) the elimination
II f atoll1ic weapons from national armaments. In
the resolution of 14 December 1946 the Assembly
re(tLlested the preparation of "a ... convention or
('onventions for the creation of an international
system of control and inspection, these conventions
'0 include the prohibition of atomic ... weapons
... and the control of atomic energy". Both be
ouse of tbose terms of reference and because of
other facts the French delegation agreed with the
'ext of point 1 (a) of the United Kingdom work
ing paper in giving equal importance to control and
to prohibition.

With regard to point 1 (b), Mr. Chauvel desired
to comment that the peaceful development of
atomic energy should follow a plan based primar
ily on the requirements of international security
and only secondarily on the economic factors.
However, as no nation would allow an agency to
decide its allotment of production plants, the quotas
for plants and for nuclear fuel should be written
into the treaty.

In brief, the views of the French Government
were: that control and prohibition were equally
necessary; that control should embrace all nuclear
industry; and that the peaceful development of
atomic energy should be subject to regulation. As
the text presented by the United Kingdom covered
these points, the French delegation endorsed it.

The CHAIRMAN remarked that point 1 stated
principles of the control system broadly and sbould
cause no difficulty. The question was elahorated
in point 6, which they might discuss next.

Mr. HICKERSON (United States of America)
reasserted that the object of his Government was
to reach a broad agreement. Until a better alter
native appeared it would support the majority plan
which had been endorsed by the Assembly. The
essential elements of this plan were covered by
the United Kingdom list, and the order of con
sideration was immaterial to the United States
delegation. However, point 6 seemed to go to the
heart of the matter and it would be well to deal
with it.

Dr. TSIANG (China) observed that there were
two differences between point 1 and the views
presented in the USSR amendment. Firstly, whil~
the United Kingdom list advocated a single multi
lateral treaty, the USSR proposed two. The ques
tion did not seem to be of major importance, being
one of form, provided that the substance of the
two conventions was acceptable. The USSR
amendment, which would add control as a supple
ment to prohibition might, however, have substan
tive significance. The Chinese delegation desired
effective prohibition and to this end effective con
trol was necessary. Consequently, the phrases
"effective prohibition" and "effective control" were
substantially the same. There was no object in
debating the relative positions of prohibition and
control.

Secondly, the USSR amendment stated that
there should be a system of control, "including
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inspection to ensure that the provisions of the con
vention are carried out". Not only was there no
indication of what there should be besides inspec
tion but also the form and punctuation suggested
that it was inspection which would ensure compli
ance. Before reaching any decision they should
discuss the substance of the system.

Point 1 (b) of the United Kingdom list seemed
to Dr. Tsiang to deal with procedure rather than
substance. They should go on to the principles
ilWolved. This could be done by considering point
6, and then they could learn what the USSR pro
posed in addition to inspection.

Mr. TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) recalled the suggestion of the United
Kingdom representative that it would be better not
to repeat previous discussions. To this end the
United Kingdom representative had, as he said,
prepared a list of eight basic points, which had
been endorsed by the representatives of Canada,
China, France and the United States of America.
These points, however, reiterated the basic provi
sions of the Baruch plan. These eight points
seemed to be taken from the summary of the
majority plan contained in annex 2 to the third
report. At each meeting the representative of the
United States had asserted that nis Government
would support· the majority plan until a better
alternative was presented. It appeared that the
only improvement from the United States view
point would be a plan placing all atomic energy
plants under the ownership of some body belong
ing to or controlled by that Government. The fact
that the United States adhered to the majority
plan did not influence the USSR delegation. The
latter had shown why that plan was unsatisfactory
and had adduced weighty arguments in support
ci that conclusion. The conclusio;l to be drawn
from the United States insistence on the unaccept
able majority plan was that the United States paid
only lip-service to the principle of prohibition and
in reality was opposed to it.

In reply to the request by the representative of
China for information as to what control meas
ures were visualized by the USSR in addition to
inspection, Mr. Tsarapkin set forth the following
basic provisions of the control system, as described
in the USSR proposals of 11 June 1947 1 :

"l. To ensure the use of atomic energy for
peaceful purposes only, in accordance with the
international convention on the prohibition of
atomic and other major weapons of mass destruc
tion and also with the purpose of preventing vio
lations of the cOllvention on the prohibition of
atomic weapons and for the protection of comply
ing States against hazards of violations and eva
sions, strict international control shall be estab
lished simultaneously over all facilities engaged in
the mining of atomic raw materials and in the
productioll of atomic materials and atomiG energy.

"2. To carry out measures of control of atomic
energy facilities, there shall be established, within
the framework of the Security Council, an inter
national commission for atomic energy control to
be called the International Control Commission.

"3. The International Control Commission shall
have its own machinery for inspection.

1 See Official Records of the Atomic Energy Commis
sion, Third Year, Special Supplement, annex 3 Cc).



"4. The terms ,and organizational principles of
the international control of atomic energy, and
also the composition, rights and obligations of the
International Control Commission, as well as pro
visions on the basis of which it shall carry Ollt its
activities, shall be determined by a special inter
national convention on atomic energy control,
which is to be concluded in accordance with the
convention on the prohibition of atomic weapons.

"5. In order to ensure the effectiveness of inter
national control of atomic energy, the convention
on the control of atomic energy shall be based on
the following fundamental provisions:

"l a) The International Control Commission
shall be composed of the representatives of States
members of the :\tomic Energy Commission estab
lished by the General Assemblv decision of 24
January- 19-f6. and may create" such sub3idiary
organs as it finds necessary for the fulfilment of
its functions.

"( b) The International Control Commission
shall establisl-, its own rules of procedure.

"( c) The personnel of the International Con
trol Commission shall be selected on an interna
tional basis.

"(d) The International Control Commission
shall periodically carry out inspection of facilities
for the mining of atomic raw materials and for the
production of atomic materials and atomic energy.

"6. In carrying out the inspection of atomic
energy facilities. the International Control Com
mission shall undertake the following measures:

"(a) Investigate lile activities of facilities for
mining atomic raw materials and for the produc
ti01~ of atomic materials and atomic energy, and
check their accounts;

"( b) Check existing stocks of atomic raw mate
rials, atomic materials, and unfinished products;

"( c) Study production operations to the extent
necessarv for the control of the use of atomic ma
terials alld atomic energy;

., (d) ObserYe the fulfilment of the rules of
technical expioitation 0 f the facilities prescribed
by the conYention on control, and wcrk out and
prescribe the rules uf technological control of such
facilities;

"( e) Collect 'lncl analyse data on the mining of
atomic raw materials and on the production of
atomic materials and atomic energy;

"(I) Carry out special investigations in cases
when suspicion of violations of the convention on
the prohibition of atomic vveapons arises;

" (g) l\fake recommendations to Governments
on questions relating to the production, stockpiling
and use of atomic materials and atomic energy;

"(h) Make recommendations to the Security
Council on measures for prevention and suppres
sion with regard to violators of the conventions on
the prohibition of atomic vveapons and on the
control of atomic energy.

"7. For the fulfilment of the tasks of control
and inspection entrusted to the International Con
trol Commission, the latter shall han the right of:

" (a) Access to any facilities for mining, pro-
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duction and stockpiling of atomic raw materials
and ,atomic materials, as well as to the facilities
for the exploitation of atomic energy;

., (b) Acquaintance with the production opera
tions of the atomic energy facilities, to the extent
necessary for the control of the use of atomic
materials and atomic energy ;

" (c) Carrying out weighing, measurements and
various analyses of atomic raw materials, atomic
materials, and unfinished products;

"(d) Requesting from the Government of any
nation, and ,hecking, various data and reports on
the activities of atomic energy facilities;

"( e) Requestins various explanations on the
questions relating to the activities of atomic energy
facilities;

"(I) Making recommendations and presenting
suggestions to Governments on matters concerning
the production and use of atomic energy;

"(g) Submitting recommendations for the con
sideration of the Security Council on measures in
regard to violators of the conventions on the
prohibition of atomic weapons and on the control
of atomic energy.

"8. In accordance with the tasks of international
control of atomic energy, scientific research activi
ties in the field of atomic energy shall be based on
the following provisions:

"(a) Scientific research activities in the field of
atomic energy must comply with the necessity of
carrying out the convention on the prohibition of
atomic weapons and with the necessity of pre\'ent
ing its use for military purposes;

., (b) Signatory States to the convention on the
prohibition of atomic weapons must ha\'e the right
to carry on unrestricted scientific research acti\'i
ties in the field of atomic energy, directed towarcls
discovery of methods of its use for peaceful pur
poses;

"(c) In the interests of an effecti\'e fulfilment
of its control and inspectorial functions, the Inter
national Control Commission must ha\'e the pos
sibility to carry out scientific research activities
in the field of discovery at methods for the use of
atomic energy for peaceful purposes. The carry
ing out of such activities will enable tbe Commis
sion to keep itself informed on the latest achieve
ments in this field and to have its own skilled in
ternational personnel, which is required by tbe
Commission for practical execution of the meas
ures of control and inspection;

"(d) In conducting scientific research in the
field of atomic energy, one of the most important
tasks of the International Control Commission
should be to ensure a wide exchange of informa
tion among nations in this field ancI to render ncce~

sary assistance, through advice, to the count,'ies
parties to the convention, which may request such
assistance;

"( e) The International Control Commission
must have at its disposal material facilities, includ
ing research laboratories and experimental instal
lations. necessary for the proper organization of
the research activities to be conducted by it."

These proposals, said NIl'. Tsarapkin, embraced
the fundamental pro\·isions for establishing a
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strict system of control to prevent the use of
atomic energy for military purposes and ensure its
use for peaceful purposes only. In this respect. the
USSR plan differed from the Unit~d States pro
posals and from point 6 of the United Kingdom
list, which would substitute for effective control a
sort of super-trust above States and Governments
which would have exclusive ownership of atomic
energy plants and resources. On the other hand,
the USSR proposals contained the essentials of
an effective system and on their basis a satisfac
tory solution could be reached.

The CK\ IRMAN stated that they would proceed
to discuss point 6, "Control over atomic ma~erials

and facilities", at the sixth meeting, which woul2
be held on Thursday, 8 September. at 3 pm.

Press release 1\'0. AC/215 'Z('cs appl'o·ved.

The meeting rose at 4.45 p.m.

SIXTH MEETING

IIcld at Lake Success, .Ye'Lt' Yor/~,

Oil Thursday, ts September 1949, at 3 p.m.

CluinnaJl:
Mr. John D. HICKERSOX, "l-nited States of

c'I.merica ;
J1C 111 bel's:

General A. G. L. :\1c:\,\uGHTON, Canada:
1)r. T. F. TSIANG, China;
l\1r. Jean CH,\UVEL, France;
::\1r. S, K. TSAIL\PKIN, Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics;

Sir Alexander CADOGAN, United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

Secretariat:
:\1r. C. E. ZIXCHENKO, Assistant Secretary

General;
Dr. D, PIWTITCH, Principal Director;
Dr. O. Flmy, Secretary.

The CHAIlUlI.\N recalled that the representatives
had agreed to proceed with point 6 of the United
Kingdom list of topics.

General :\Ie:\'AUGHTON (Canada) said his dele
gation believed that the topic now before them
was a most important aspect of the problem. It
,vas of the considered opinion that the five para
graphs under point 6 of the United Kingdom list
represented the essential elements in a system of
effective control and, therefore, of effective pro
hibition. It accordingly endorsed the form in
which the matter had been put before them.

:.\1r. CnAuvEL (France) said that his delega
tion agreed with point 6 since it covered the
aspects of concern to his Government and all mat
ters essential to effective control.

The CHAIRM,\N, speaking as the representative
of the United States of America, said that the
items presented under point 6 were acceptable as
a part of the "one-package solution". Commenting
upon the statement made by the represetltative of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics present
in~ the USSR proposals of 11 June 1947, Mr.
Hlckerson gathered that the intention had been to
make clear the proposed content of a control con-
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vention to accompany the convention on prohibi
tion. It was not useful to discuss further whether
there should be one or two conventions, for the
important question was the contents. Moreover,
there was no real question relating to prohibition
since all agreed that any treaty should include pro
hibition.

The problem raised by the statement of the
CSSR representative was whether these pro
posals were the only basis acceptable to the USSR
delegation for further negotiations. These pro
posals, 1\1r. Hickerson observecl, had been debated
in the Atomic Energy Commission and in the
General Assembly and both bodies had decided
overwhelmingly that the USSR proposals were
not acceptable. However, the sponsoring Powers
had agreed to explore all avenues. The United
States delegation was prepared to renew discus
s;on upon the proposals of 11 June 1947 and, if it
seemed to repeat old arguments, it was because old
i)rOposals had been re-introduced. The United
States Government desired a solution to the prob
lems of prohibition and control. It would continue
its support of the plan endorsed by the .Assemblv
until better proposals materialized. -

The USSR proposals implied that nations would
continue to own explosive atomic materials in
dangerous quantities and to own and operate plants
producing or using dangerous quantities. The
LTnited States did not feel that prohibition of the
national use and possession of atomic weapons
could be enforced if nations had such powers. A
tr~aty whi~h prohibited ato~nic weapons but per
111ltted natIons to own atomIC explosives would be
a contradiction in terms. Such a system, which left
the. development and use of atomic explosives in
natIOnal hands, would not merely fail to ensure
the enforcement of prohibition but also would
keep n~t!onal rivalri~s .~ ~ive. The task of an agency
supervlsll1g such actlntles would be an impossible
one. It would have to deal with well entrenched
national .commissions and fricticl11s inevitably
",:,ould anse: There would follow mutual suspi
cIOns and mIstrust, and each nation would defend
its own interests. Rivalries would be the more
dangerous because of the false sense of sectt' :ty.
X 0 country sincerely desiring effective prohibition
would wish to be a party to such a system, which
would be no more than a fraud.

The repl'esentatives of the sponsoring Powers
should be clear all the question of national owner
ship of material i.1 dangerous quantities and of
plants handling such quantities. J\Ir. Hickerson
gathered from the statements of representatives
of the union of Soviet Socialist Republics since
19-1-6 that their Government would not accept anI'
other basis for negotiation. If this impression was
incorrect and the L-SSR would negotiate On some
basis other than national ownership and manage
ment, ~he United States delegation would like to
know it. Then the whole problem, and particularly
other aspects of control, would become cl . ~er. 0~1

a question ?f this il11po~tance possibly the GSSR
representatIve would WIsh to consult his Govern
ment and doubtless the representatiyes would a' ,'ee
that the necessary time should bE given. '

:\Ir. TS.\l'APKIX (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) remarked that one objection made to the
introduction of the USSR proposals was that
they were not new. The same, however, was true
of point 6 and also the other points in the United



KingdLlm list. These were all drawn from the
majl1rity prJposals contained in part II uf till' sec
ollll report, Consequently, the argumcnt th~t the
l'~~R propLlsals had been considered and rejected
carried no cOl1\'iction, for the same was true of
the l'nilL'd Kingdom text, the contents of which
were 1-110\\n to'be unacceptahle to the l'ninn uf
~odct ~ucialist Republics.

The representative of the l'nitetl States had
said that certain facilities should not be owned or
operated ll<ltional1y and that nations shoultl not
handle dangeruus quantities of nuclear fuel
\ though thee meaning of "dangerous Cjuantitie5"
was not made clear). The question then was where
such facilities and stockpiles would be located.
:\[ r. Tsarapkin stressed the inescapability 0 f the
fact that they \\'uuld have to be situated on na
tilll~al territor\·. The mere ownership of plants ami
stockpiks by' the control organ woulll not really
alter the po,;,;ihility of establishing some furm of
Clllltrul I,,' the country on whose ten ilur\" the
pbnts ami ,;tockpiles \\'~re located. Thus the thesis
ag~'inst n:ttio:tal ownership was clearly unfounded.

The control organ visu<.1' ized would own all
l1l11:kar industrY and have other vital functions.
~Ir, Tsarapkin' invited attention to the practical
re,;l1lt,; of such a course. :\tomic energy installa
tions were vast enterprises and accordingly were
of great economic significance to nations. If their
policies were independent of the nation in which
the\' were located and subject to an outside inter
national organ, there would follow disturbances
in and interferences with the economic life of the
nation as a result of arbitrary acts of the control
organ. ~uch action on the nation's territory would
be a violation of its sovereignty. In short. the plan
was fantastic both economically and politically.

\ \'hat an "international agency" signified could
he seen from the expericnce of such organs as the
International ).,Iondary Fund and the Inter
national Bank for Reconstruction and Develop
.nent, which bore the international label but the
policies of \vhich were closely connected to those
of the United States. The adherence of the Lnited
States to its plan was tantamount to a general re
l1l111ciation of prohibition and contro!'

Various meanings could be attached to the word
"control". The united States and 'Wall Street in
terpretatiOl: was apparently "ownership", re
marked :Mr. Tsarapkin, while the Soviet union
saw it as medning a system of measures for in
spection and checking, i.e., designed to ascertain
whether the parties to the convention on the pro
hibition of atomic weapons were fulfilling their
obligations under the convention. The measures in
([uestion should be carried out with the specific
purpose of not permitting or eliminating the pos
sibility of infringements of fhe convention. The
proposed system ot inspection and other realistic
measures provided for feasible controls. The ar
guments that these proposals did not meet scien
tific or technical requirements were uniounded.
On the other hand, the United States plan to in
vest an international agency with the ownership
was absurd, impracticable, and unacceptable. If
the question were dealt with more realistically the
USSR proposals of 11 June 1947 could serve as
adequate basis for agreement.

The representative of the United States, while
claiming to favour prohibition, had said that
either the United States plan should be accepted

or an arnUlmL'nts race would follow. l\lr. Tsaru{).
kin beliewcl that this attitude exposed the l 'nitecl
~tatl's basic policy, for it was aware of the un
acceptability llf its plan and usetl the threat of an
armaments race to force its accl'ptance. The con
stant repetition by the l'nited :-;tates representa
tin' that he fanll1red the majority plan would not
lead to understanding, since that plan was l1l1aC
ceptable.

~ 0 doubt there were States which had nothing
to lose if the United States plan were adopted,
therefore they could readily accept it but the
:-;ll\·iet C nilln could not agree to that plan. The
lTSSR insisted upon strict control but opposed the
transfer of ownership to the internatiunal agenc~,

which would then not be a controller but an owner.
I f agreement were sought on the basis of the
equality of nations, they should return to the
l'S:-;I\ proposals which provided for the necessary
control, not for ownership. The six sponsoring
Powers should consider the proposals item by item
in a detailed discussion. It was futile to make
categorical and baseless assertions that they were
ineffecti \·e.

The foregoing were in the nature of prelimi
nary remarks upon the statement of the United
States representative, and M r, Tsarapkin wished
to speak on the subject in cletail at a later date.

The CHAIRJ\IAN, speaking as representative of
the United States of America, obsen·ed that he
had been careful to avoid any such statement as
had been attributed to him by the representative
of the USSR regarding his Government's attitude
toward the majority plan. He had said that his
Government would endorse the majority plan
until a better plan emerged, not that there should
be the majority plan or none. The remarks of the
USSR representative upon ownership and control
were helpful, for they convinced Mr. Hickerson
that the Commission's plan was not understood.
Clearly further discussions and explanations were
necessary, for the USSR representative could not
have spoken as he had if he had grasped the ma
jority plan which set out, for example, the prin
ciples to govern the stockpiling of nuclear fuels.

:\1r. Hickerson was prepared to explain in de
tail what was involved in the majority plan, though
he had hoped that after some three years there
would exist a general comprehension of it. The
criticisms of the USSR representative appeared to
be based on a charge that the Commission's plan
would lead to invasions of national sovereignty.
Such a result, it was true, was inescapable. It had,
11Owever, been recognized after long study that no
effective system would fail to do so. The criticism
was therefore correct, but it should be recognized
that the plan provided adequatt' safeguards to pre
vent more interference than was necessary. Vast
or arbitrary powers would be insured against. Mr.
Hickerson said he would go into greater detail at
the next meeting in an endeavour to ensure a full
comprehension by the USSR representative of
the majority plan.

11r. TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) stated, with reference to his understand
ing of the majority plan, that his comments had
been based upon point 6 of the United Kingdom
list. A reading of paragraphs (a), (b), (c), and
(d) in point 6 would serve to confirm the force of
what he had said. These had been offered as th'
basic points relative to the control of atomic ma'
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terials and facilities and had been endorsed as such
bv the United States. The majority plan was quite
dear. Mr. Tsarapkin said he had dealt with the
question of ownership and shown both how an
attempt was being made to replace control by
ownership and how unreal and impossible the
concept was.

Perhaps the representative of the United States
was referring to the secondary matters in para
graph (e) of point 6 when he stated that there
would be guarantees against arbitrary actions. Mr.
Tsarapkin considered that the provisions of that
paragraph were inadequate, and that the essence
of the plan was clear from the four preceding
paragraphs. The inconsistency of the proposal for
ownership by the control organ as a measure to
remove "dangerous" quantities of materials and
"dangerous" facilities (whatever "dangerous"
might mean) from national hands had been amply
demonstrated by Mr. Tsarapkin's argument that
in any event both would have to be located on
national territories. Plainly the thesis that owner
ship by the control organ would provide a safe
guard was absurd and inconsistent.

With regard to the next meeting, the incoming
Chairman, General McNAUGHTON (Canada) pro
posed that it be held at 3 p.m. on Wednesday, 14
September.

This 'Z('Os agreed upon.

Press release .Yo.•·lC/?16 was appro'l'ed.

The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.

SEVENTH MEETING

Held at Lake Success, A'e'w York,
011 TVed l1 csda)', 14 September 1949, at 3 p.lII.

Chairman:
General A. G. L. ~lcNAUGIITON, Canada;

llIelllbers:
Dr. T. F. TSIANG, China;
:.\lr. F. DE ROSE, France;
Mr. S. K. TSARAPKIN, Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics;
Sir Alexander CADOGAN, United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern Ireland;
Mr. John D. HICKERSON, United States of

America.

S ecretarint:
:.\Ir. C. E. ZIKCHENKO, A.ssistant Sp.cretary

General;
Dr. D. PROTITCH, Principal Director;
Dr. O. FREY, Secretary.

Before proceeding with the discussion the
CHAIRMAN said the delay in distributing the rec
ord of the previous meeting until that morning
had caused him to speak to the Secretariat. He
had been assured that arrangements would be
made so that delegations would receive future
records by the third day after a meeting. This he
considered satisfactory as it would enable them to
study statements before the subsequent meeting.

Referring to the discussion in the previous meet
ing on point 6 of the United Kingdom list of top
ics, the Chairman stated his belief that the ex
changes between the representatives of the USSR

and the United States had illuminated the diver
~itv in meanings attached to the majority pro
posals. The ft'presentative of the L'nited States
had expressed his intention of clarifying these
proposals. However, the Chairman thought it
might be well first to ask the represel1tatiw of the
"l:nitcd Kingdom how, in his view, the list of top
ics embraced the subject before them.

Sir Alexander CADOGAX (United Kingdom)
said he would be glad to make a general reply to
the remarks of the representative of the USSR.
The latter had criticized point 6 for ha\ ing- drawn
its contents from the majority proposals. These
indeed were the source of the material and, in
introducing the paper, Sir Alexander had stated
that it included the fundamentals of the majority
plan which were points essential to an effective
plan. In this res~ect Sir Alexander's views were
similar to those of the United States representa
tive, that is, he supported the majority plan but
would consider any superior proposals.

A second criticism had been that point 6 merely
listed principles of the majority plan. This was
true, and it had never been pretended that the
paper offered more than a list. It was only a num
ber of headings which needed clarification or qual··
ification. \Vhat these would be could be seen from
an examination of the majority proposals.

The third criticism of the representative of the
USSR had been that the majority plan would vio
late national sovereignty. Sir Alexander observed
that if sovereignty were to remain in a static con
dition, the world could expect little progress. The
trend was rather in the opposite direction. All
~ignatories to the United Nations Charter by that
act surrendered a measure of their sovereignty.
The same held true in varying degrees of other
treaties. The USSR proposals themselves would
involve a sacrifice of some sovereign rights. It
was merely a question of degree. Sir Alexander
viewed the majority plan as one advocating a pool
ing of sovereignty rather than any violation of it.
One of the attributes of sovereignty was the abil
ity to yield a part of it.

The USSR representatives had frequently
asserted that the majority plan was designed to
confer a monopoly on the United States. Sir Alex
ander believed rather that at the present time, as a
result of its technical and scientific skills (and
some initial aid from the United Kingdom), the
United States had in practice a monopoly. The
United States was proposing to share this monop
ol;. If, however, the meaning of the USSR rep
resentatives was that the international agency
would be so rigged as to become the tool of the
United States they should say so and it would be
possible to understand one another.

Mr. HrcKERsoN (United States of America)
recalled the opinion he had expressed at the pre
vious meeting that the comments of the repre
sentative of the USSR indicated his failure to
understand the majority plan. Mr. Hickerson said
that the details explanatory of the basic principles
given in point 6 were to be found in the "Recom
mendations of the :\tomic Energy Commis
sion ..." (AEC/C.1I77/Rev. 2). Herein was
the agreed detail of the agency's powers and func
tions, and the limitations thereon, necessary for
effective prohibition through effective control. A
study of the plan showed that the agency had been
given only those powers and functions which were
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justified ty the needs of security. The plan, more
over. emphasized the removal of decisions affect
ing security from the powers of the agency and
the provision of principles and policies on such
matters in the treaty. The agency would be the
sen'ant of the signatory States to carry out the
policies they approved in the treaty. The agency,
in short. would be unable ta become the tool of
one party or to follow policies differing from
those of any signatory.

On the question of sovereignty, :\1 r. H ickerson
preferred the concept of voluntary sharing to that
of il1\'as;.on. :\0 effective control was possible with
out some dewgation from national sovereignty.
.-\ny treaty. including the USSR proposals. would
han' this effect. Thev must either slMre sover
ei<Tnt\' or foreo'o effective control.b • b

The sa feguards against arbitrary acts by the
agency would be pr.wided by including in the
treaty the principles gO\'erning the quotas for the
distribution of facilities and the productilln and
stockpiling of nuclear fuel and the rights of ap
peal against the agency. Specifically, the Commis
sion plan stated in document AECIC.1I77/Rev. 2
in srecific proposal XI:

"The international agency shall distribute its
production facilities and other facilities containing
cla~1gerous stocks of nuclear fuel. key substances,
and source material and its stod.:piles of nuclear
fuel, \ey substances, and source material in ac
conlance \\'ith the quotas, prO\'isions, and princi
ples laid down in the treaty ar cOl1\'ention govern
ing geographical location of Gangerous activities
and stockpiling." 1

There follo\\'ed certain of the principles, and
then specific proposal XII stated:

"The international agency shall keep the pro
duction of nuclear fuel. in a form suitable for
re::dy cOl1\'ersion to use in atomic weapons, 8,t the
minimum required for efficient operating ]Jroce
dU:'es necessita~ed bv actual beneficial uses, in
cluding research and development. The agency
shall not be authorized to increase existing stocks
of nuclear fuel for any contemplated requirement,
except where it is necessary to produ"ce nuclear
fuel for use in facilities whose location. design,
construction and financing have been definitely
decided by the agency and the nation concerned."

The following proposal gave the agency the
power to determine distribution by nations, but in
accordance with the treaty provisions. Thus, the
agency was offered no arbitrary powers. Further,
paragraph (a) under XI above stated:

., (a) A distribution is necessary which will
a \'oid the possibility of nations achieving a mili
tary ach'antage by the seizure of existing stock
piles and facilities within or adjacent to their
territories. Location of ores, refineries and facili
ties necessary for production, location of stock
piles of nuclear fuel and of source material, and
location of facilities utilizing nuclear fuel or key
substances are factors that must be considered in
determining a distribution which would minimize
the effects of seizure."

Thus, It was provided that no nation should be
given any military advantage through the location
of stockpiles.

1 See Official ReeL rds of the A tomic Energy Commis
sion, Fourth Year, Special Supplement No. 1, page 19.
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The representative of the USSR had asserted
that only the location of the stockpileg was im
portant, and not who held them. Mr. Hickerson
disagreed, maintaining that both factors were im
portant. 1f nations held nuclear fuels they might
acl'tlll1ulate quantities clandestinely before discov
cry. Further, whatever the rules of technological
exploitation. plants might be so designed that the
rapid withdrawal of nuclear fuel was possible. If
the agcncy, however, held all plants it could a\'oid
this danger by appropriate design.

Other safeguards against arbitrary powers on
the part of the agency were fnrnished, for example
in cklpter 6 of dOl'tlmcnt :\EC/C.1 /77/ Re,'. 2.
These were designed to ensure that the agency
became the sen':ll1t and not the master of the sig
natory States. I f the anxieties of the representa
tive of the L'SSR were not yet allayed, 1\1r. Hick
er;;011 was prepared to go into further detail.

It had been suggested by the representative of
the L'SSR that they discuss further aspects of lhe
11 J U11e 1947 proposals, These prm'icled for peri
odic inspection of declared facilities and the ma
jurity opinion clearly was that such limitatiolls
would make it practically impossible to prevent
diwrsion between inspections and would im'ite
clandestine operations. It appeared, hO\vever, that
the CSS1\. delegation would negotiate only on the
basis of periodic inspection of declared activities.
I f this i111pression was hcorrect it \vould be help
ful to know so that the position of the Soviet
C nion could be taken into account in considering
other aspects of the USSR plan and in other
discussion,

1Ir. TSARAPKLN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) observed that the representative of the
Cnited States had tried to clarify the substance of
tile majority plan by references to documents. The
mtiterial referred to was familiar to the USSR
delegation, which considered it the equivalent of
what had been proposed by 1\11'. Baruch: that is,
there was nothing novel in it. The unacceptability
of the scheme and the cogent arguments against it
had been demonstrated by various USSR repre
sentatives. Xevertheless, Mr. Tsarapkin had lis
tened with attention to the United States repre
sentative in the hope of getting some clarification
on certain vital questions. These, however, had
been avoided.

.-\mong the important matters upon which Mr.
Tsarapkin had hoped for illumination was how
the representative of the Cnited States viewed the
problems of prohibition and control. Did the lat
ter believe that the two conventions should be
signed ?nd brought into effect simultaneously or
had he other views? Further, was the United
States in favour of the immediate application of
control simultaneously over all stages of produc
tion from mines to plants producing a finished
article in the form of nuclear fuel? These were
most important matters, yet they had not been
dealt with by the United States representative. He
passed them over in silence.

\Vith respect to the position of his delegation
regarding the periOlfic inspection of declared fa
cilities as the basis of a plan, Mr. Tsarapkin
wished to clraw attention to paragraph 6 (f) of
the 11 June 1947 proposals, which stated that the
control commission should:

"
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Cl (j) Carry out special investig'l.tions 111 cases
when suspicion uf violations of the convention on
the prohibition of atomic weapons arises."

This provision should serve to allay the anxie~y

of the United Statts represtntative that periodlc
insptctions would invite clandestine operations and
fail to detect them. Here was the provision for
~peciai iU\'tstigations to t111COVtr them when sus
picion aruse. This had bten elaborated upon in the
reply to th~ letter of ~1..\ugt~~t 19-+7 1 fro~l the
representative of the l mkd h.mgdom. In 1115 let
tt'r of 5 September 19-+7, :\1r. Grol11yko (Lnion of
:;ll\·iet Stlcialist H.ejJuLlics) had stated in reply
tll the fourth question (d):

.. I n cases where suspicions of violations of the
uhlio·;\tiuns as~ul11ed bv the State~ in accordance
\\'itl7 the col1\'ention 01"1 the prohibition of atomic
\\'eap' ,Ib arise, sjJtcial il1\'estigations will be car
ried out. The grounds for suspicion may be:

" ~ 1) I\.epcrts from one or several GO\'ern
ments ;

.. ~ 2) Conclusions made by the International
Control Commission itself. The basis for the con
Chl"i, 'IlS of the latter may Le:

.. ((/) Discrepancy between nuclear fuel avail
able and accounting data;

., (b) lZeports by inspectors.":!

These provisions for periodic inspections sup
pkmcnted by special investigations, if fully ap
plied, would be quite sufficient to ensure effective
control.

:\11'. DE lZOSE (France) remarked that the dis
cllssion was tending to wander from the topic
before them which was point 6 in the United King
dom paper. The representative of the USSR had
touched upon the Ciuestion of stages, which was
dealt with in point 8. .l.\Ir. de Rose had not been
aware that their debate would embrace this mat
ter and he was not prepared to present his dele
gation's views thereon at present. The representa
tive of the USSR had also spoken of the detection
of clandestine activities. This again was a point
which properly was not before them as it was cov
ered by point 7 and would be reached in due
course.

The basic question confronting them was the
nature of the controls over installations for the
production, processing and consumption of nu
clear fuels in order to prevent their diversion,
which had been recognized as one of the principal
dangers. The views of the French Government on
this matter had been formed on the basis of the
information brought forward in the Commission
and on the advice of its own scientific experts.
The considerations which were the bases of these
views had not been challenged. It was apparent to
Mr. de r,zose that, if the facts on which they were
based were not challenged, neither could the con
clusions be challenged.

The facts were that the nuclear fuel used for
atomic weapons was the same as the nuclear fuel
used in power reactors having peaceful applica
tions. The processes for producing nuclear fuel
were the same whether the intended uses were

1 See Official Records of the Atomic Energy Commis
SiOIl, Third Year, Special Supplement, page 25.

'Ibid., page 27.

peacetul or warlike. It followed that the develop
ment of peaceful nuclear industry would result in
there being nuclear fuel (which was the same as
nuclear explosive) located on national territories.
The inherent dangers were evident, particularly if
the conditions were compared with the situation
relating to conventional armaments. Mr. de Rose
pllinttd out that a nation with large steel or chemi
cal indlbtries was not necessarily a military power,
for several years were required to convert the
industries to military purposes. ~uclear industry
was different, for a nation with large production
facilities for nuclear fuel was at once a great mili
tary jlower in the field of atomic weapons since
conversion could be effected iml11editlte1v. These
circumstances fortified the thesis that installations
producing, processing or consuming nuclear fuels
should Le under the management of the agency.

This, howtver, was only one reason why the
USSR proposals were unsatisfactory. These pro
posals offered periodic inspection of declared
acti\'ities as a basis for control. Mr. de Rose
pointed to th\.; known fact that the radiation haz
ards made it impossible to ha,e full access to large
installations where operations were conducted by
remote controls. Accordingly it was not possible
to verify the material accounting and it followed
that periodic il~spection \,\'as inadequate. Even if
it were possible to check the materials on hand
without personal hazards, it would be necessary to
shut down and "clean up" the plants, and this
would result in the very interference in economic
life to which the CSSR representative objected.
Yet periodic inspection was the basis of the
USSl,z proposals. The French Government there
fore could not accept a control system built upon
them and had arrived at management as a has is.

Rather than avoid the issue by passing 011 to
point 7 or point 8, Mr. de Rose believed they
should discover whether the USSR representative
accepted the premises on which tIle majority based
their position. If he did not, then (he reasons
should be shown, the argument refuted, and a new
basis for discussion offered. The representatives
could then examine this basis and find out whether
it was acceptable to their Governments. If the
USSR representative was unable to refute their
premises, )'1r. de Rose was unable to understand
the logic of his insistence upon a system based on
periodic inspection.

Dr. TSIANG (China) said the discussion clearly
showed the difference between the USSR posi
tion and point 6 of the United Kingdom list. The
latter went much further than periodic inspection
and special investigations. The Chinese delegation
iound the USSR plan inadequate, for its working
was too uncertain to offer the safeguards nations
might expect. The USSR proposals were only
half measures in the direction of control and Dr.
Tsiang had never understood the reasons for
avoiding absolute control.

The question of sovereignty had been dealt with
ably by the representative of the United Kingdom.
Dr. Tsiang pointed out that most scientists held
the opinion that the only solution was world gov
ernment. This might be going too far, but argu
ments criticizing abridgments of sovereignty could
only be described as retrograde.

Another objection made to the majority plan
was the possible hegemony of the United States.
However, in the present Atomic Energy Commis-
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sion, and no doubt in the future agency, the ma
jority of governments represented would have
neither atomic weapons nor atomic power. It was
eddcnt to Dr. Tsiang that such governments
would desire absolute prohibition and therefore
absolute control. The agency, therdore, would in
sist on the certainty that atomic l'nerg)' was not
used for military purposes. If the l;~~R desired
dfecti"e proh:bition it would be on the side of the
majority in tht.' agency. And if the United States
were to try to work against the interests of the
nations forming the majority these would hardly
allow themseln's to be used as the instruments of
t:nited States policy. The fears of the US~R, in
short, were groundless.

\ \"ith regard to the matter before them, 11r.
Tsiang stated that his delegation found the USSR
plan inadequate and supported the position out
Iinnl in point 6.

:'11'. TSARAl'KIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) said he felt that he had already answered
the questions of the United ~tates representative
relating to inspection. \ Vith regard to the inquiry
by the representative of France as to whether the
USSR delegation thought that control should be
based on ownership or not, 1\lr. Tsarapkin re
marked that the representative of F ranCl' had so
entangled himself in his argument that he had
claimed the USSR plan was impossible to execute,
The claim was technical1v unsound and the arg-u
ments about acce"." re{note controls, radiation
haz;lrds, etc., had been elaborated to the point of
Cl)ll fusil)n.

:'1 r. Tsarapkin recalled his previous 'itatement
that control was one thing and ownership quite
llllother. The l' SS1\. Government favoured con
trol and its proposals ,)f 11 June 19-+7 would en
sure cont rol. .\'0 one had proved that this was not
the case.

:\ careful reading of the 11 June 19-+7 pro
posals would furnish answers to all the questions,
mcluding that put by the representative of France
The proposals, moreover, offered the foundations
i or a ClmYl'ntion which would create CC:1ti ois and
cnsure effective prohibition of atomic weapons.
The 5Y5te111 envisaged would require competent
iillernational per50nnei who were aware of the
bte5t den'lq111wnts and processes. Mr. Tsarapkin
lll)ll1tCtl out that provision had been made for this
in paragraph 8 (c), which read:

., (c) In the interests of an effective fulfilment
l,f its control and inspectorial functions, the Inter
national Control Commission must have the pos
sibilitv to carry out scientific research acti,'ities in
the fi~lj of di'5coverv of methods for the use of
:lwmic energy for peaceful purposes. The carry
:ng out of such activities will enable the Commis
~ion to keep itself informed on the latest achieve
ments in this field and to have its own skilled
i:1ternational personnel, which is required by the
C0111mission for practical execution of the meas
ures of control and inspection."

In conjunction ,vith this there should be noted
paragraphs 6 (c). (d) and (c) which stated that
the control commission should:

"( C) Study production operations to the ex
tent necessary for the control of the use of ator:-jic
materials and atomic energy;

.. (d) Observe the fulfilment of the rules of

tcchnical l'xploitation of the facilities prescribed
by the convention on (ontrol, and work out and
p;'e;crihe thc rules of technological control of such
facilities,

" (t') l'ollect anll analyse data on the mining of
atomic raw materials and on the prOlluction of
atomic materials and atomic enerb'}·."

:'I Ion'm'cr, the se"cnth proposal gave additional
rights to the commission as fol1ows:

.. (a) Access to any facilities for mining, pro
duction and stockpiling of atomic raw materials
and atomic materials, as well as to the facilities
for the exploitation of atomic energy;

,. (b) Acquaintance with the production opera
tions of the atomic energy facilities, to the extent
necessarv for the control of the use of atomic ma
tcrials aild atomic energy;

"( c) Carrying out weighing, measurements and
varinus analv5es of atomic raw materials, atomic
materials antI unfinished products;

.. (d) Requesting from the Government of any
nation. and checking, various data and rcports on
the activities of atomic energy facilities;

"(c) Requesting various explanations on the
'luestions relating to the acti"ities of atomic energy
facilities;

.. en :'[akin~ recommendations and presenting
5uggestions to (~overn111ents on matters concern
ing the production and use of atomic energy."

I f the sum of these provisions was considered,
it was clear that the uSSR propm;als would afford
the international control commission the rights
necessary to ensure strict and comprehensive con
trol through the medium of its inspectorate. The
representative of France had tried to justify the
majority proposals for ownership, which had orig
inal1y been submitted by the former united States
representative, Mr. Baruch. by saying that techno
logical control of plants by inspectors was not
feasible. Such a conclusion, in the opinion of l\lr.
Tsarapkin, was inconsistent technical1y.

The remarks of the representative of China
had not touched the substance of the question, for
he had contented himself with calling the USSR
proposals inadequate hal f measures and asserting
the need for absolute ownership to ensure absolute
control. Such juggli';g with words was useless.
:'1r. Tsarapkin observed that the representative of
China had not given the basis for his conclusions
for the excellent reason that none could be derived
from experience, since the USSR plan had not yet
been implemented.

In conclusion, Mr. Tsarapkin reiterated that the
proposals of the USSR, on which an international
conwntion on atomic energy control should be
based, would guarantee strict control and prohi
bition and ensure the use of atomic energy for
peaceful purposes only.

~1r. DE ROSE (France) said that there seemed
to be some difficulty of interpretation since the
representative of the USSR had referred to own
ership, which 1Vlr. de Rose had avoided mention
ing. On the other hand the representative of the
USSR had failed to deal with the points raised
which were management ancl operation, Mr. (/.<i
Rose therefore could not consider his questions
answered. He had not thought his own remarks
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ve)"y technical but only references to matters gen
erall\' known within the Commission. Xo doubt
the l:l.'presentative of the USSR was aware of the
reJlort of the Scientific and Technical Committee
which was an essential element in their work amI
upon which the French delegation based its argu
ments. They could not deal with the problem
without referring to some simple but inevitable
facts.

Mr. TS.\HAI'KIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) replied that perhaps the representative of
France had failed to understand him when he had
dealt with the attempt to prove that control on
the basis of the USSR proposals was impossible.
The French contention had becn that, for techni
cal reasons, there could only be an effective system
if facil ities were managed by the agency and not
by the present owners. The USSR proposals, on
the other hand, provided that the ownership and
management of atomic energy enterprises should
continue on the existing basis and that there should
be established strict and effective control to pre
vent violations of the prohibition of atomic weap
OilS. The representative of France was opposed
to this syskm and e\'idently meant that the agency
should manage and regulate all activities of nuclear
fuel installations. MoreO\'er, the representative of
Frauce had said he accepted point 6 of the Cnited
Kingdo!'] list, which in paragraph (a) made the
situation clear, stating:

" ( a) The :\gency should hoJd all atomic source
materials, nuclear fuels and dangerous facilities
in trust for the participating nations and be re
sponsible for ensuring that the provisions of the
treaty in regard to their disposition are executed."

Therefore, there were no grounds for the rep
resentative of France to object that he had not
spoken of ownership, or to suggest that there was
a diffIculty in interpretation. The French position
appeared to be quite clear, but Mr. Tsarapkin
said he would like to be informed if he was wrong
in understanding that the French delegation sup
90rted the provisions set forth in point 6.

The CHAIlUIAN suggested that a misunderstand
ing had arisen out of the translation of the phrase
"hold in trust" contained in paragraph 6 (a),
which he was informed had been rendered by the
H.ussian equivalent of "own". It would be useful
for them to make clear the difference between the
two concepts and indicate the extent to which the
Commission's thinking in this regard had been
modified in the course of three years.

Mr. TS.\RAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) was of the opinion that the modifications
concerning ownership referred to by the Chairman
had not actually taken place, and drew attention to
paragraph 6 (b), which stated:

" (b) The Agency should have the exclusive
right to operate and manage all dangerous atomic
facilities."

This, in substance, was the same as ownership.
Further, paragraph 6 (c) provided that:

"( c) In any matters affecting security, nations
cannot have any proprietary right or rights of de
cision arising therefrom over atomic source mate
rials, nuclear fuels or dangerous facilities located
within their territories."
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~o change was evident here, for clearly it would
he the agency which had the proprietary rights.

\ \'ith regard to the next meeting the incoming
Chairman, Dr. TSIANG (China) proposed that
they COlwene at 3 p.m. on Thursday, 22 Septem
ber, unless there were meetings of either the
General Assembly or the General Committee. In
view 0 f the connexion between the two topics, Dr.
Tsiang proposed that together with point 6 they
discuss point 7 "~Ieans of detecting and prevent
ing clandestine activities".

This tl'as agreed UPOIl.

Press release No. AC/217 'Was approt'ed.

The meeting rose at 6.05 p.m.

EIGHTH MEETING

Held at Lake Success, Neti.' Yorl?,
011 Thursday, 29 September 1949, at 3 p.11t.

Clwinllall:
Dr. .H. R W El, China;

JIelllbcrs:
General A. G. L. ::\lcNAUGIITON, Canada;
IV11'. Jean CH,\UVEL, France;
Mr. S. r-.;:. TSARAPKIN, Union of SO\,iet Socialist

Republics;
Sir Alexander CADOGAN, United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern Ireland;
:1\1r. Tohn D. HICKERSON, United States of

Anierica,

Secretariat:
Mr. C. E. ZINCHENKO, Assistant Seeretary

General;
Dr. O. FREY, Secretary.

The CHAIRMAN observed that the representa
tives had agreed to proceed with points 6 and 7 of
the United Kingdom list of topics.

Mr. HICKERSON (United States of America)
recalled that, at the previous meeting, he had indi
cated that he would comment at a later date on the
USSR representative's statement that atomic
energy materials and facilities must remain in
national hands rather than be operated by the in
ternational agency, as provided by the Atomic
Energy Commission plan approved by the General
Assembly. Mr. Hickerson also recalled that the
representative of the Soviet Union had stated that
the USSR Government's proposals for control,
which provided for periodic inspection of declared
facilities, supplemented with special investigations
in cases where suspicion of violations of the prohi
bition convention arose, should serve to allay the
anxiety of the United States representative that
periodic inspections would invite clandestine oper
ations and fail to detect them. Mr. Hickerson
said that the USSR representative's statements
did not alLy his Government's anxieties on the
matter, not because it did not wish to believe but
because the technical facts of the production of
atomic energy did not permit control by means of
periodic inspection and special investigations. He
stated that additional experience in the production
of atomic energy confirmed and strengthened the
testimony of many experts given during the spring
and fall of 1946, That testimony and those tech
nical facts had forced the Atomic Energy
Commission to conclude that not only periodic



lllspcction but even continuous inspection could
not prevent the diversion of nuclear fuels and
atomic materials from atomic energy plants. Mr.
Hickerson then enumerated particular problems
involved in the production of atomic energy which
illustrated the difficulty of technological control.
He :ldded that a more detailed account could be
found on pages 130-136 of the Sixth Sellliallllllal
Retort of the l Uniti:d States] Atomic Energy
Co 111 III issi(1ll. He felt that other nations who had
acquired experience in the field would add their
confirmation.

Mr. Hickerson said that, in oruer to make as
complete an inventory as possible, the inspector
ate, provided by the USSR proposals, 'would have
to shut down an entire installation. That would
not only interfere with the economic life. of na
tions but made it more evident that the USSR
proposals were not satisfactory. He also noted
that "unaccountable" losses, and sometimes "sur
pluses" of materials within an atomic energy in
staliation aroused suspicions even when there was
nu other cause to suspect the honesty of the
management.

:\1 r. Hickerson also said that an inspectorate
who.-;e sole function was to determine whether or
no' a particular m::nagement was trying to circum
vent ih~ inspection system would have, on top of
its ordinary burdens, the impossible one of attempt
ing to determine the motives of the management.
Si.lch :l situation would only breed friction and
suspicion and would certainly not promote inter
national guod will and co-operation in the field.

For those reasons, Mr. Hickerson said that,
e\'en before the Atomic Energy Commission first
met. L'nited States scientists had convinced his
Guvernment that a control system to be effective
must provide for exclusive international operation
and management of all dangerous materials held
in trust by the international agency on behalf of
the signatory Powers. X ot only would such a
system make control, and therefore prohibition,
effecti ve, but it would also promote the peaceful
de\'e10pment of atomic energy in a co-operative
world. The L'nited States representative said it
was for those same reasons that his Government
s,~ppurted the Commission's plan for control and
prohibition. It would continue to support it until
:ll, eq LWl1y or Inore effectiw and workable plan
was de\·isecl. Howc\'er, his delegation would give
::~ ,npathetic consideration to any proposals which
had.a similar objecti\·e.

The CIL\I1DL\X noted that he had read the
material in the Sixth SemianJlual Report of the
[United States] Atomic Energy ComlllissioJl and
recommended it to everyone interested in the
subject.

Mr. TSAR,\PKIN (union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) thought that a reference to the Sixth
SemiaJlJlual Report should be included in the sum
mary of the Cnited States representative's state
mc'l1t rather than appending quotations from that
report to the record of the meeting, as was now
suggested. The document had been published by
t:1e L'nited States Government and had no direct
bearing on the work of the group.

The CllAIP.;'L\;-.[ announced that reference to the
document \'..-ould be included in the summary of
the united States representative's statement.-

:\1 r. CllAUVEL (France) said 'his delegation
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wished to give its views on the ownership of facili
ties processing, producing and consuming nuclear
fuels, which had been so often referred to during
the discussion of point 6. For rea.sons previously
given, the French delegation believed that the
111anagement and operation of those plants should
be entrusted to the international control agency.
:Management and operation were normally among
the rights of ownership. It followed that the na
tions on \V hose territories plants were situated
should renounce the exercise of some of the most
important powers conferred by o\vnership. Did
this mean they envisaged the complete devolution
of the rights ot ownership to the international
agency:' On this Jloint, Mr. Chauvel observed
tilat the Commission's reports pro\'idecl that the
agency would not ha\'e the right to close power
plants; that it should conform to national public
health legislation. and that construction of plants
should bt' according to an agreement between the
agency and the nations concerned. The reports
also showed that the agency would not be free to
determine the production policy for nuclear fuel,
which would follow treaty provisions. The treaty
also would fix by countries quotas for production
and consumption. Clearly the legal situation cre
ated would constitute a precedent in national and
international law and the term "ownership" was
used with a meaning different from the ordinary
one. _\.s a matter of fact, the Commission's reports
awl the United Kingdom text showed that the
agency \vould act as trustee for the international
community.

\ \'ith regard to the other rights conferred by
ownership, whicil h~id not been dealt with in the
reports, it seemed to Mr. Chauvei that their dislXJ
sition should follow a simple principle. If there
were rights, the exercise of which could impair
the effectiveness of control, States should renounce
them. Otherwise they should retain them.

In the view of the French Government, the
main point was not to establish international
ownership of those plants, but rather to agree that
States should renounce certain rights which nor
mally went with ownership if their exercise would
affect control. The question was their attitude
to\\'ards meaSllres of control and not towards
"ownership" which, in this connotation. had a
peculiar meaning. Their problem was to find out
if all agreed that States should renounce the right
of managing and operating certain plants and
should entrust their management and operation to
an agency acting for the international community.
If this were agreed, the agreement was basic and
wording would be no obstacle. If this were not
agreed, it should be clearly stated so that the world
might know that the differences between the Pow
ers were no mere quibble oYer words but went to
the heart of the problem of control.

.\ 11'. Chauvcl also wished to define his Govern
ment's position on the question of the abricIg
ments of son~reignty which States should accept
for effecti\'e control. It admitted that it seemed
fantastic. considering existing traditions, to en
visa!.;c international management of plants playing
an important part in a nation's cconomy. How
e\'Cr, it was equally fantastic, having in mind tra
ditional thinking, to suppose that a man could
destroy a hundred thousand men in an instant. It
was in the desire to avoid such catastrophes that
France was prepared to draw conclusions in the
realm of national sovereignty and gO\'ernment
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prerogatives. On this point, its principle was de
fined in its constitution which stated in the pre
amble that, subject to reciprocal action, France
would agree to the limitations of sovereignty re
quired for the organization and defence of peace.

On these two questions, ownership and sover
eignty, France had an objective attitude. It did
not judge the worth of a control plan in terms of
the encroachments upon its rights of ownership
or sovereignty. Its sole standard was its effective
ness in ensuring security. Accordingly an argu
ment that any provision was unacceptable because
it infringed rights of ownership was irrelevant.
In other words, the ideas of sovereignty and own
ership were not arguments against its position
since the problem was security.

.Mr. TSAR.\PKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) observed that the United States repre
sentative had spoken again on the technical side
of the problem, quoting experts and reports deal
ing with the problem of control. He recalled that
the l'nited States representative had said that the
l."nited States plan could be effective whereas the
plan advocated by the USSR delegation could not.
That thesis, which had been repeated numerous
times in the Atomic Energy Commission and dur
ing the consultations, was unfounded and could
not be proven by referring to numerous reports.
He also recalled that Committee 2 had asked the
Scientific and Teclmicu1 Committee whether effec
tive control of atomic energy was possible. The
experts had stated that: "\Ve do not find any
basis in the available scientific facts for supposing
that effective control is not technologically feas
ible".l Nevertheless, he said the United States
representatiw continued to maintain that techno
logically comrol was not feasible. That position
was in direct contradiction to the conclusions
reached by the experts l\lr. Tsarapkin stated that
technologically control as envisaged in the USSR
proposals was possible. that control was recog
nized as possible by the Scientific and Technical
Committee and that the basis for such a control
plan was contained in the USSR proposals of 11
June 1947.

.l\Ir. Tsarapkin stated that additional statements
hud been made by the United States and French
representatives but they contained nothing new.
The picture presented by them was distorted, and
the technical difficulties invol ved were imaginary
and exaggerated. J\epresentatives continued to
support the United States plan, and no mo\'e had
been made to sol\'e the question. The United
States plan ,vas only a plan for management and
ownership and not one for effective control. The
control question must be solved as envisaged in the
CSSR proposals, i.e., atomic energy to be used
for peaceful purposes only and atomic weapons
prohibited. He said tInt the l'SSI~ delegation
could not accept the United States plan. It did
not provide for effective control but \vas concerned
only with management and ownership, which en
tailed intervention in the economic life of other
n2.tions and violated their sovereignty. \Vhile
some representatives had stated that their Gov
ernments were prepared to waive their sovereignty
provided the United States plan were accepted.
Mr. Tsarapkin said his Government could not
agree to it. His Goycrnmem deSlreci effecti\'e con
trol of atomic energy, and so the USSR delegation

1 See Official Records (If t1l(' Atomic 1:1/('I'.oy Commis
sion, first report to the Security Council, page 37.
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could not accept a plan which turned over all facili
ties, as well as all finished and unfinished products,
to an international authority.

Mr. Tsarapkin stated that his delegation had
asked the United States representative, at a pre
vious meeting, two important questions and that
it had not received answers to them. The first
question was whether the United States Govern
ment took the position that two conventions, the
one on prohibition and the one on control, should
be concluded and brought into force simultane
ously. The second question was whether the
United States Government was in fa\'our of con
trols being established simultaneously over all
stages of production from concerns engaged in
extraction of atomic raw material to the installa
tions producing atomic materials or whether it
maintained its previous position.

Mr. Tsarapkin said he presumed the United
States delegation, as well as the other delegations,
maintained their previous position that control
over the ultimate phases of production would be
left open to the distant future. If the United
States delegation persisted in maintaining that
position, installations producing finished atomic
products would remain uncontrolled for a consid
erable time. That position was unacceptable to the
USSR delegation. Therefore, l\'lr. Tsarapkin
thought it desirable to receive answers to his ques
tions as soon as possible.

.:.\lr. HICKER,sON (United States of America)
said that there had not been sufficient time at the
last meeting to answer the questions but that he
welcomed any questions the L'SSR representati\'e
wished to ask in clarifying the COl11mission plan.
He observed that the United States representative
in the A.tomic Energy Commission had answered
those same questions in detail during the Commis
sion's deliberations last spring.

In reply to the first USSR question, Mr. Hick
erson said that prohibition and control were in
separable parts of an integrated whole and that
a solution must be found to the control and pro
hibition problems, whether in one or two treaties.

\Vith reference to a remark made bv Mr, Tsar
apkin and in answering the second q{lestion. :'ITr.
Hickerson acknowledged with some pride that his
Government had presented a United States plan
of control and prohibition which had been dis
cussed in great detail in the Atomic Energy Cum
mission. Improvements were made in that plan
in the Commission, and it had become a United
:\ations Atomic Ene;'gy Commission plan. In that
plan, each phase of control \vould go into effect
with a corresponding phase of prohibition. He
then quoted point 8 of the United Kingdom list of
topics. which read:

"The treaty should embrace the entire pro
gramme for putting the international system of
control into effect, and should provide a schedule
for the completion of the transitional process over
a period of time, step by step. in an orderly and
agreed sequence leading to the full and effective
establishment of international control of atomic
energy and prohibition of atomic weapons,"

Mr. Hickerson referred to his references to the
te~'hnological difficulties in checking quantities of
nuclear fuel. He observed that the USSR repre
sentati\'e had interpreted the scientific and techni
cal report as meaning that technical control was
feasible. A careful reading of the entire report,
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he believed, would make it clear that technical con
trol was feasible only if it included management
and ownership by an international agency.

The CHAIRl\[AN, speaking as the representative
of China, said that the representatives must find a
basis for agreement rather than merely determine
if such a basis existed, as requested in the group's
terl11S of reference. The representatives must for
get their pride and prejudices and decide what
was right. From the beginning there had been
agreement on prohibition of atomic weapons, and
in so far as words were concerned, each delegation
wanted effective control. The problem was how
effective control could be established so that atomic
materials and facilities would be used for peaceful
purposes only.

Dl'. \Vei considered technological testimony to
be important. If the scientiilc advisers had not
acl\'i",-'d the Commission that technical control was
feasible, the representatives 'would not be holding
consultations. Xature could only be controlled if
natural laws ,vere observed, and this was true of
atomic energy, which was a phenomenon of na
ture. On that basis he thought the representatives
could go back to the scientific and technical report
which all the Governments had endorsed. That
report pointed out the dangers of diversion, clan
destine activities and seizure. Dl'. \Vei read the
following extracts from the report:

"If therefore the strictest safeguards are not
taken to prevent the material in the installations
producing nuclear fuel from being diverted, thc
danger is extremely serious." 1

"Clandestine manufacture of atomic weapons
from nuclear fuels diverted from stocks or hom
the plants producing such fuels would be extremely
difficult to discover, because the operations in··
volved can be carried out in comparatively small
installations which could easily be concealed. This
emphasizes again the importance of preventing
the diversion of nuclear fuels which we have
stressed in the previous chapter." 2

Dl'. \Vei noted that he had taken part in the
discussions of the Scientific and Technical Com
mittee and Committee 2, at which the representa
tiyes concluded that the only effective control was
management and operation by an international
agency. The representatives had not intended to
have all facilities managed by the international
agency but only the dangerous ones, i.e., the iso
tope separation plants, the large reactors and the
chemical extracting plants, for which management
was absolutely necessary to safeguard the security
of the world.

Dl'. \Vei recalled that, at the last meeting, the
USSR representative stated that the USSR Gov
ernment favoured control, that its proposals of 11
June 1947 would ensure control, and that no one
had proved that that was not the case. Dr. Wei
maintained that no one had proved that that was
the case. However, it had been proved that they
were not adequate to ensure effective control. The
United States representative, representing a na
tion which had the technical "know-how", and he
himself, as a scientist of a nation which did not
have the "know-how", were convinced of the nec
essity for management of certain installations by

1 See 0 [ficial Records of the A t011lie Energy C011lmis
sio/!, first report to the Security Coullcil, page 33.

a Ibid., page 35.
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the international agency. It was understood that
all members of Conhii;ttee 2 in 1946, including the
representatives of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and Poland, were convinced of that
necessity. Dl'. Viei then read the following two
statemcnts from the summary record of the four
teenth informal conversation of Committee 2
(:\EC/C.2/W.15) :

"Professor Alexandrov (USSR)," in talking
about isotope separation plants, "said that he would
be satisfied if the following points were included
in the document: that, in;ismuch as isotope sepa
ration plants produced dangerous concentrated
material, the control authority should pay particu
lar attention to this stage of production; that,
inasmuch as methods of production in isotope
separation plants had moved faster than the devel
opment of scientific control of the plants, the
Committee was not in a position to indicate other
methods of control which might be possible. I le
suggested that scientists of various countries mIght
be asked to wQrk on improving methods of tech
nical and scientific control but, until those methods
were worked out, one would 'be forced to depend
on managerial control."

"Professor Zlotowski (Poland) thought that a
statement should be added saying that isotope sel'
aration plants had to be under managerial opera
tion by the controlling agency so long as one based
his conclusions on present knowledge."

Dr. \Vei said that the international' agency WCiS

being given the minimum power on reactors where
managerial control was necessary. It there were
another facility that could be decontrolled to the
extent that there could be national management,
it would be done. Dl'. Wei felt it was important
at that stage, wllile attempting to find a basis for
agreement, that the same argl1m(~nts not be re
peated. The 1..1~SR proposals har] oeen given up
because the testimony of scientists and engineers
had convinced the representatives that they did not
provide the necessary safeguards. vVhenever it
could be proved that inspection was a sufficient
safeguard, he was quite sure that its application
and usage would be extended.

Dr. iNei, speaking as CHAIRMAN, suggested that
the discussion be continued at the next meeting,
as he wished to read from two letters which the
Secretariat had received regarding the communi
ques issued at the close of each meeting. One was
from the President of the United Nations Corre
spondence Association and the other from Messrs.
Kihss and Hamilton of the New York Herald
Tribune and The New York Times, respectively.
They both requested that the correspondents be
given as complete a briefing as possible of the plan
of work and the point reached in the consultations.

General McNAUGHTON (Canada) said he had
also intended to bring up the question of Press
communiques at that m~eting, because of the
public's great interest in the outcome of the con
sultations. He thought the public should be re
minded that the consultations were being held at
the request of the General Assembly, that a report
would be submitted to it during the present ses
sion, and that provision for consideration of that
report had been included in its agenda. He also
believed it would be well to mention that the basis
for tl-je consultations was a frank review of the
whole problem. To that end, the representatives
needed to have the opportunity to state their views
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with complete freedom in relation to the various
matters as they came under discussion. For that
reason, it had been concluded that the effective
conduct of those conversations required the con
tinuance, for the time being, of the present prac
tice of closed meetings.

General McNAUGHTON then read the text of
the communique he had suggested.

As there were no objections, the CHAIRMAN
announced that Press release Xo. :\C1218 was
approved.

In reply to a question by the Press Officer about
additional information, tJeneral lVlc~AUGHTON

thought the communique silOuld Le strictly adllereJ
to, as anyone who did anything to upset the prog
ress of the meetings would be incurring great
responsibility.

The incoming Chairman, 11r. CHAUVEL
( France) proposed that the next meeting be held
at 3 p.m. on Thursday, 6 October.

At t!le suggestion of "Hr. Tsarapkin (Union
of Soviet Socla:Iist N.epublics), it 'was agreed that
the agenda 'Would include points 6, 7, and 8 of the
United Kingdom list of topics.

The meeting rose at 5.30 p.m.

NINTH l\lEETING

Held at Lake Success, i\'ew Yark,
OIL Thursday, 6 OCtObl'l' 1949, at 3 p.m.

Chain/ulIl:
1\1r. jean CHAUVEL, France;

Members:
General A. G. L. :\lcXAUGHTON, Canada;
Dr. H. R W El, China;
.LvIr. J. A. lVlALIK, Union of Soviet Socialist

RepUblics;
Sir Alexander CADOGAN, enited Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern Ireland;
Mr. John D. HICKERSON, Gnited States of

America.

Secretariat:
11r. C. E. ZINCHEN KO, Assistant Secretary

General;
Dr. O. FREY, Secretary.

The CHAIRMAN observed that the representa
tives had agreed to proceed with points 6, 7 and 8
of the United Kingdom list of topics.

General lVIcNAUGHTON (Canada) drew atten
tion to statements by USSR representatives, in
cluding one made at the previous meeting, to the
effect that the majority plan of the Commission
was the equivalent of the Baruch proposals and
contained nothing new. Such an attitude implied
depreciation of the clarifications of and additions
to the original proposals. HoV';ever, these reitera
tions might reflect a misunderstanding of the Com
mission's plan rather than propaganda purposes
and General McNaughton wished, therefore, to
analyse the important differences between the
original United States proposals and the plan
approved by the General Assembly.

The Commission was indebted to the United
States for the initiative in presenting imaginative
proposals which had been taken as a basis for dis-

cussion and of which much had been acceptable
on its merits. However, the Commission had de
cided to evolve its own conclusions upon effective
control and had organized its own inquiries and
developed its own proposals.

Firstly, according to the Baruch proposals, own
ership of all uranium and thorium would have
been vested in an international authority which
would have undertaken all mining, even in cases
where the uranium or thorium might be only a
minor constituent in the ore. General McNaughton
observed that the Commission's plan, while recog
nizing the need for the international agency to be
fully informed upon the occurrence of these min
erals and to license their mining, recognized that
the agency need not own the mineral properties.
Security demanded only that the source materials
pass into agency possession after they had been
separated from their deposits. The main future
sources of uranium might be ores where it oc
curred in low concentrations with other valuable
minerals. It had been found that adequate security
could be provided and therefore the agency need
not take possession of the uranium until it was
separated from the other constituents. The opera
tions and scope of the agency required for effective
control, compared to the set-up envisaged by Mr.
Baruch, had b.een substantially reduced and the
field for national or private development had been
enlarged.

The second essential difference developed in the
Commission related to the functions and powers
of the agency. The United States proposals had
contemplated broad and general powers for an
authority which might have enabled it to extend
its op 2ration and control into areas not necessary
for effective control. The Commission sought
means of establishing an agency with specifically
defined duties confined to those necessary for se
curity. The agency would not be a powerful auton
omous authority responsible itself for initiating
the methods of control.

General McNaughton recalled the Commission's
realization that needless difficulties would arise
if the agency were vested with important powers
of decision relating to national economies. The
Commission therefore had agreed that a system
of quotas should allocate materials and facilities
to nations and should be established in advance by
treaty. Their plan provided that the agency should
hold and use the quotas of materials and facilities
for the benefit of the natlOn in question. That had
given rise to the concept of "ownership in trust"
or "holding in trust" of dangerous materials and
facilities in contrast to the idea of "monopoly
ownership" by the authority, alleged to have been
implicit in the original proposals. The "trust"
concept meant that atomic energy should be ad
ministered on behalf of the nations for which the
trust was created. The purpose of vesting "owner
ship in trust" in the agency was to assure to it the
undisputed right to carry out the treaty provisions
relating to the use of dangerous quantities of ma
terials and to eliminate the possibility of conflicting
jurisdictions.

Thirdly, the Commission's plan provided against
possible abuses of power by the agency. General
:\IcKaughton pointed out that such limitations had
not been contemplated in the Baruch proposals.
However, the second report laid down procedures
for securing warrants and authorizations for in
spections through appropriate national or interna-
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tional courts. That more democratic concept of
administration would mal(e the: agency more re
sponsible to the peoples of the world and would
provide against the arbitrary invasion of private
rights of individuals.

The fourth difference related to the stockpiling
of materials . .i\othing specific in that regard ap
peared in the Baruch proposals, but the Commis
sion plan, following a suggestion in the Acheson
Lilienthal report, provided that production of
nuclear fuel should be restricted to the quantities
required for plants actually entering into produc
tion. That measure would prevent dangerous
stockpiling of materials and enhance security, par
ticubrly in the considerable period before atomic
power became economical.

The fi fth difference concerned the extent of the
functions and powers of the agency to enforce
cuntrui and punish violators and the point at which
reliance would have to be placed on the right of
individual or collective self-defence. The impor
tance of averting the danger of the surprise use
of atomic "'eapons had been pointed out in the
Acheson-Lilienthal report. General Mc.i\aughton
believed the majority in the Commission recog
nized that, in the event of a long war between
Powers having atomic facilities, there could be no
certainty of prc\'enting the eventual use of atomic
weapons. Accordingly, consideration had been
directed towards measures to prevent the possi
bility of a surprise atomic attack. Fear of such an
attack would be a principal factor and, in a con
dition of strained relations between maj or States
possessing atomic weapons, probably the greatest
single cause which might precipitate a conflict.
The Commission therefore had sought methods of
eliminating secrecy in atomic matters and substi
tuting standards of openness and co-operation. To
that end, there had been proposed an agency with
ei111',hasis on co-operative development and use
\' .Ich, by surely prO\'iding information, would
furnish the needed sense of security. Through
the measures outlined in the second report it was
expected that. e\'en after atomic power was in
wide use, timely warning could be given of any
violations or evasions indicating preparations for
atomic war.

The emphasis in the Commission, therefore,
had shifted from the unattainable objective of pre
vention and the punishment of violators by an
autocratic and powerful authority to the more rea
sonable and realizable purpose of setting up an
effective system to ensure adequate warnings.

General Mc~aughton saw two important con
sequences of the intention to define in the treaty
the powers of the agency. Firstly, it could be pro
vided that information relating to security would
be passed to nations automatically and without de
lay either in the agency or in the Security Council.
Secondly, by establishing agency policies and pre
scribing national quotas in the treaty, the agency
would be prevented from constituting the "mon
opolistic trust" conjured up by the USSR repre
sentative. Full protection against arbitrary action
by the agency was furnished as was an a:,surance
that nations would receive their fair sb?re of the
benefits.

The foregoing differences between the Commis
sion plan and the Baruch proposals had been indi
cated by General McNaughLon not in order to
criticize the original proposals but to show that
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the plan approved by the United Nations could
not truthfully be ascribed to any single delegation.
A variety of representatives on the Commission
had emphasized in the past the co-operative way
in which the plan had been evolved and the fact
tlmt substantial modifications of the original pro
posals had been made. However, it had appeared
useful to make a statement upon the evolution of
the Commission's proposals since confusion on
such matters detracted from the responsibility and
authority of the Commission. To assert that the
Commission's plan amounted to the proposals of
onc delegation was to ignore events in the Com
mission. General :Mc~aughton hoped that his
explanations would carry some elucidations to the
USSR representatives and lead to a real under
standing of the majority position. He wished also
to gi\'e assurances of his belief that the majority
proposals were as much in the interests of the
peoples of the USSR as in the interests of tl,ose
whom the majority represented.

::\1;-. HIe KERSO~ (Unitecl States of America)
belie\'ed that the combination of three items in
their discussions lent support to the contention that
all parts of the problem were integral parts of the
whole and that there must be evolved a single
comprehensive solution, whether in one or two
treaties.

::\1 r. Hickerson stated that he would elaborate
on the preliminary answer he had given at the last
meeting to :\Ir. Tsarapkin's question 011 point 8,
"Stages". Before commencing that elaburation, he
read the following quotation from the summary
record of that meeting:

":\Ir. Tsarapkin said he presumed the United
States delegation, as well as the other delegations,
maintained their previous position that control
over the ultimate phases of production would be
left open to the distant future. If the United
States delegation persisted in maintaining that po
sition, installations producing finished products
\vould remain uncontrolled for some time. That
position was unacceptable to the USSR delega
tion." 1

Mr. Hickerson stated that his Government had
never maintained that control over the ultimate
phases of production would be left open to the
distant future. The United States delegation had
disclaimed Messrs. Gromyko's, lVIalik's and Tsar
apkin's statements that that was the United States
GO\'ernment's position and had asked them what
grounds they had for making them. The United
States representative had pointed out in the Com
mission and during the consultations that his
Government had never taken any position in re
gard to stages other than by adhering to the state
ment which appeared in the first report and which
Mr. Gromyko had approved in principle in early
1947. Therefore, Mr. Hickerson felt that Mr.
Tsarapkin's statement was unwarranted and was
not supported by the facts.

The United States representative in the Com
mission had answered questions similar to those
then before him. Mr. Hickerson then read the
following quotation from an answer given at the

1 Subsequent to the reading of this quotation, USSR
corrigenda (A/1045/Corr. 1, dated 8 November 1949)
h.ave been incorporated in the 2nd to 10th meetings inclu
sIve.
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forty-eighth meeting of the Working Committee
on 9 June 1949 1 to one of the questions raised by
Mr. Malik (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) :

"The United States agrees tu control by an inter
national agency over all stages of production, from
the mines to the production of the finished product,
as provided in the recommendations of the Unit':d
Nations 'Atomic Energy Commission which were
approved by the General Assembly. These recom
mendations do not propose the order in which con
trols would be put into effect. They do not propose
that mines be controlled first, or that nuclear fuel
plants should be controlled first, or that all controls
should be put into effect simultaneously. The plan
approved by the General Assembly simply states
that the treaty which covers both prohibition and
control should provide 'a schedule for the comple
tion of the transitional process over a period of
time, step by step in an orderly and agreed se
quence, leading to the full and effective establish
ment of international control of atomic energy.'
The Atomic Energy Commission, in its Third
Report to the Security Council, stated that 'until
agreement on the basic principles of control has
been reached, the elaboration of proposals to cover
these remaining topics would be unrealistic and
would serve no useful purposes.' The words
'these remaining topics' include stages.

"The United States is wholly in accord with
these conclusions of the third report and, accord
ingly, has never taken a position on the order of
the various stages."

In clarifying the question of controls, Mr. Hick
er"on stated tllat 11IS Government was not 1Il fa your
,of the application of the USSR-proposed controls,
whether sImultaneously or otherwise, over the en
tire nuclear industry. That was not because his
Government opposed controls in that field, but
because We L :::'::'l{-sponso; eel controls would not
work and would be more dangerous than no con
trols at all. They would delude the people of the
world into thinkl11g that atomic energy was being
controlled when in fact it was not. The United
States Gover nment would not be a party to such a
fraud and insisted upon effective controls.

\Vith regard to implementation of controls, Mr.
Hickerson stated that the United l\ations plan
envisaged establishment of an international con
trol agency to which nations would turn over their
atomIC materials and dangerous facilities to be
held in trust in behalf of all the signatory States.
The agency would operate and manage the dan
gerous facilities. Obviously the agency could not
overnight assume such tremendous responsibiiities.
It would have to recruit its personnel and acquire
experience as it assumed more responsibilities until
finally all atomic materials and activities \vould
come under its control. As the activities in na
tional hands were prohibited to nations, they would
come under the full control of the agency. In
other words, the dangerous aspects of those activi
ties would simultaneously and automatically be
prohibited to nations as they were assumed by the
agency. \Vhen controls were fully established,
nations would be prohibited from manufacturing,
possessing or using atomic weapons and would
be subject to controls so effective that the world
would be assured that prohibition would be en
forced. Actually, nations would not have the
means of producing atomic weapons. Such a sys-

1 ~ee document AECIC.l/PV. 48.

tem would provide effective control, and therefore
effective pror.ibition, and the whole world would
benefit rapidly and equitably from the co-operative
development of peaceful uses of atomic energy.

Mr. Hickerson observed that the Commission
plan had not given the details of the stages of
transition. The United States Government had
not tried to do so either. Such a detailed plan
could not be worked out until it was known what
type of control ~/stem was to be adopted. It was
also conditional ;:;:1 the technical developmer:ts and
the state of world security existing at the time the
nations were prepared to agree on the international
control of atomic energy. \\Then agr~ement was
reached on an effectiw system of control, the ques
tion of stages could be negotiated and written into
the treaty.

While not spelling out the details of the stages,
l\o1r. Hickerson stated that the principle of how
those stages were to go into effect had been estab
lished. That principle w;:,s contained in point 8,
which read:

"The treaty should embrace the e: ·ire pro
gramme fnr putting the internationa~ ~'ystem of
control into effect, and should provide a schedule
for the completion of the transitional process over
a period of tinle, step by step, in an orderly and
agreed sequence leading to the full and effective
establishment of international control of atomic
energy and prohibition of atomic weapons."

In addition, the recommendations approved by
the General Assembly stated:

"In order that the transition may be accom
plished as rapidly as possible and with safety and
equity to all, this Commission should supervise
the transitional process, as prescribed in the treaty
or convention, and should be empowered to deter
mine when a particular stage or stages have been
completed and subsequent ones are to com
Inence." 1

The Commission referred to in the s",cond quo
tation was the United Nations Atomic :energy
Commission, the rules of procedure of which pro
vided that decisions should be tc.ken Gn the basis
of affirmative votes of a majority of the members.
Therefore, IVIr. Hickerson did not see how the
USSR representative was justified in repeatedly
charging that the United States Government would
prolong indefinitely the stages of transition and
that it did not intend to turn over its atomic '11ate
rials and facilities to the control of the interna
tional agency.

Mr. lVIALIK (Union of Soviet Socialist Repub
lies) asked the Canadian representative if he con
sidered that the differences he had enumerated
between the "Baruch-Acheson-Lilienthal" plan
and the "majority" plan were the essential and
fundamental features of the latter.

General l\ICNAUGH10",," (Canada) replied that
he had endeavoured to point out certain features
in the majority plan which departed from the
Daruch plan and had made no attempt to enumer,
ate the valuable features of the Baruch plan which
had been retained.

.-\s no representative wished to continue the dis
cussion of points 6, 7 and 8 at that time, the

1 See Official Records of the Atomic Energy Commis
SiOIl, Fourth Year, Special Supplement \'0. 1, page 5,
paragraph j,
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CHAIR:'.lA:>: pointl'd out that points 2, .) and 5 had
no, \'et bl'l'n considered. He also obsel"\'ed that thl'
fact' that all atomk explusiun had taken place
within the buundaries of the Union of Soviet So
cialist Rl'publks hall not bcen mentioned during
the cUllsultatiulls. :\lthough it might not attect
the foundations of the discussions, the public
wished to knuw to what extent it had been taken
into consideration. Since the question had been
raised by the public at large. the Chairman be
lieved that it was incumbent upon him to ask the
views of his colh:agues in that respect so that if
the matter were not discussed in these meetings.
that should clearly appear as the result of a delib
erate decision and not as a result of deliberatelv
il-,'1lOring that in fornntion. .

In supporting the L ha ;rman's suggestion. Sir
Alexander L'ADOGA::-;' (Cniteu Kingdom) thought
it rather absurd and unrealistic that the representa
tives had not referred to the atomic explosion in
the l'nion of Sodet Socialist Republics. l'nder
the new cir::umstances. he wondered if there might
not develop mure useful and practical discussiuns.
In the past. some delegations had complained that
they had had to take on trust technical information
which was vouchsafed to them by other delega
tions. Xow no sLlch disadvantage existed. and he
felt there might be a franker exchange of views.
It might be possible for those representatives be
lieving that inspection was sufficient for all pur
poses to give specific reasons why they held that
view. It might be possible to place the conversa
tions on a more practical level and to reach agree
ment on some of the vital points of the problem.

::\Ir. MALIK (Union of Soviet Socialist RepUb
lics) observed that he had not yet had an oppor
tunity to study in detail the records of the
consultations. HO\vever, the statements made by
the representatives of the lJnited States and Can
nda at that meeting impelled him to call attention
to some important points. The Canadian repre
sentative had tried to prove there were great
differences between the "Baruch-Acheson-Lilien
thal" plan and that of the majority and that the
USSI{ representatives did not understand the
majority plan. Mr. Malik emphasized that his
delegation understood perfectly the Baruch and
majority plans and the intentions of their authors
and supporters. Moreover. Mr. NIaEk considered
strange the Canadian representative's statement
that tint lack of understanding was real aud did
not stem from propaganda purposes. Such a con
clusion implied that, in the Canadian representa
tive's opinion, the CSSR statements made in open
meetings were used for propaganda purposes. He
objected to any such interpretation and stated that
propaganda purposes were ascribed to the delega
tion (If the Soviet Union only by those who did
not wish to prohibit atomic weapons nor to con
trol atomic energy. The Canadian representative's
statement had not been intended to clari fy the
substance of the problem but was aimed at distract
ing the group from fundamental issues. He con
sidered that the supporters of the majority plan
were making propaganda so as to deceive public
opinion on the question of the prohibition of
atomic weapons and the control of atomic energy.
In fact the alleged differences between the two
plans had no significance in substance and were
only secondary questio'1s. The fact was proYed
by the Canadian answer to 11r. MaIik'.~ question.

The statement made by the United States repre-
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sentatiYe was the best proof that there was no
difference between the "Baruch-Acheson-T .ilien
thal" plan and that of the majority. In both plans,
prohibition of atomic weapons was postponed to
the indefinite future, an unknown stage to which
no onc referred preci!' "ly. It 1'.ould be put into
ettect only after the establishment of a control
plan. Both plans focllsed attention on first con
trlllling raw materi:tls. Mr. l\Ialik observed that
the United States representati\'e had declared that
neither the United States Government nor its dele
gation had taken any position in regard to stages
except that outlined in the majority plan. How
ever, the majority plan stated tl1at the logical
startigg point of any system of control lay with
the control of raw materials, which were the source
of uranium and thorium, and that international
control must begin with strict control of raw mate
rials. He believed in that plan everything was
reversed. There was no logic in maintaining that
control of raw materials was the primary question
and that control of the production of atomic mate
rials and atomic energy should be regarded as
secondary considerations and established at some
later stage.

Mr.. Malik noted that the l'nited States repre
sentative had referred to a statement made in the
\\'orking Committee on 9 June 1949. It read:

"Tl~e l'nitecl States agrees to control by an in
ternatIOnal agency over all stages of production,
from the mines to the production of the finished
product. as provided in the recommendations of
the. United ~ations Atomic Energy Commission,
which were appro\'(~d by the General :\ssembly."

But, as had already been stated, those recom
m~ndations stated that: "... the logical starting
pomt of any system of control lies with the raw
materials...." 1 Mr. Malik did not consider such
proposals acceptable or reasonable. It was clear
in the majority plan that the first stage was the
control of raw materials. Nuclear fuel producing
plants wGtild be brought into the control system at
some indefinite date in the future, after the estab
lishment of control over the first stage, i.e.. raw
materials. Therefore, Mr. Malik could not under
stand why his delegation's contention that the
United States Government did not wish to have a
control system providing for the establishment of
strict international control simultaneously over all
undertakings engaged in the extraction of atomic
raw materials am! the production of atomic mate
rials and atomic energy was incorrect.

::.\Ir. Malik observed th'1.t the Ullited States rep
resentative had implied that he was afraid of
establishing control over nuclear fuel producing
plants and raw materials simultaneously, as pro
posed by the USSR delegation, and that he had
also said that such simultaneous control over all
stages of production would be worse than no con··
trois. Mr. Malik thought the latter statement had
some logic from the point of view of the United
States delegation's position. \iVhile attempting to
control at once all the raw material producing areas
of the world, in the Belgian Congo and other
areas for example, the United States Government
did not wish to have its own p1J.nts producing
atomic materials and atomic energy controlled
simultaneou;J·· with the establishment of control
of raw materials. Of course the Soviet Union

1 See Jjficial Records of the Atomic Energy Commis,
sion, S".::ond Year, Special Supplement, page 29.
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wnltl m; acccpt such a control plan, which could
not constitute genuine control, since nuclear fucl
producing plants would remain free of all control
for an indefinite period.

:\lr. Malik objected to the United States rcpre
scnlativt:'s contention that the uSSR proposals,
which provided for stimultaneous control over raw
matcrials and all stages of production, could lead
to the deception of public opinion. On the con
trary, the L'SSR representative believed that the
statements of the United States representative as
well as the provisions of the majority plan, to the
eHect that control must begin wi~h the strict con
trol of raw materials were an attempt to deceive
the public and reflected a lack of desire to control
nuclear fuel producing plants. The United States
representatives had argued that the international
agency would not be in a position to organize at
once all stages of control. Therefore, the agency
should commence with the control of ra\- mate
rials and by stages broaden its scope of activities.
In the beginning, it would not be permitted to
extend control over nuclear fuel producing plants.
Mr. Malik asked how it could be contended that
raw materials were mOre dangerous than nuclear
fuels and atomic bombs. He said there was no
logic in the position of the United States delega
tion nor in that of its supporters. If an interna
tional agency were to be set up, its terms of
reference must ensure complete control over all
stages of atomic energy. Then the activities of
such an agency would be channelled along the
correct line from the beginning. Otherwise the
agency would be invalid, and there would be no
effective control.

Mr. Malik recalled that the United States repre
sentative had quoted paragraph 5 of part IH of
the first report. It read:

"In order that the transition may be accom
plished as rapidly as possible and with safety and
equity to all, this Commission should supervise
the transitional process, as prescribed in the treaty
or convention, an.:', should be empowered to deter
mine when a particular stage or stages have been
<:ompleted and subsequent ones are to commence."

Mr. Malik did not understand where equity or
equality existed in the majority plan. The United
States Government wanted to begin at once, pur
suant to the Atomic Energy Commission recom
mendations, control over raw materials through
out the world but refused to establish simultaneous
control over nuclear fuel producing plants in the
United States. There was no equality in that
position.

With regard to the question or ownership, M1'.
Malik obsened that both the Baruch and the ma
jority plans provided that the international agency
shol'ld have the right of ownership of all plants
producing atomic materials and atomic energy.
Consequently, the Canadian representative did not
face reality in attempting to prove that the agency
would not be a super-monopoly. In that con
nexion, the United States delegation and its sup
porters had changed their position regarding
inspection, which change the Canadian representa
tive did not recognize. The Baruch plan provided
for a system of inspection, while the supporters of
the majority pl:::'!l now attempted to avoid inspec
tion. The USSR delegation could not accept that
-approach.
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1\lr. :"lalik :;tated that a studv of the documents
submitted during the consultat-ions indicated that
neither the enited Kingdom delegation nor any
other delegation had submitted any proposals
which were not contained in the Baruch plan.
That fact condnccd the lTSSR delcgation that the
other delegations did not de"ire to achicve
prohibition of atomic weapons nor to introduce
simultaneous control oYer all stages of atomic pro
duction. It was the same attempt to begin with
control of raw materials onlv and to leave the
question of control of the pioduction of atomic
materials and atomic energy open for an indefinite
period. The Canadian representative hac1 stated at
that meeting that production of nuclear fuel should
be limited to the needs of plants actually in pro
duction, and M..... Malik had not heard of any such
facilities in the territory of the United Kingdom,
Canada or France. Therefore, he felt that the
authors of the majority plan wished to limit the
production of nuclear fuel only to the requirements
of United States atomic plants alone in order to
let them monopolize all production and prohibit
the production of atomic materials and atomic
energy in other countries. M1'. Malik said he
would leave the correctness of such an approach to
the judgment of the delegations themselves.

1\lr. Malik said that the Baruch plan had been
based on the illusion of a continuing monopoly of
the secret of the production of atomic energy.
There was no monopoly and there was no secret.
If the United States Government continued to
maintain its plan and not depart from its original
proposals, which had been submitted over three
years ago, then it was difficult to see ho\v agree
ment could be reached. M1'. Malik said that the
members had a right to expect new concrete pro
posals from the United States delegation. The
foregoing remarks, in answer to the statements
of the Canadian and United States representatives,
were only of a preliminary nature. Mr. Malik re
quested that the discussion of point 8 not be con
cluded at that meeting.

In replying to the USSR representative's state
ment, Mr. HrcKERsoN (United States of Amer
ica) requested that the Secretariat be instructed
to ar ,)end the complete text of his statement to the
sun'mary record because he felt Mr. Malik had
completely distorted his statement, which had been
prepared with great care. He also asked the USSR
representative to indicate where the plan of con
trol approved by the General Assembly provided
that control should start with raw materials. Mr.
Hickerson challenged ?llr. Malik to find it there.
The United States representative said he could
not, with dignity, reply further to the remarks of
the USSR representative.

\Vhile attaching importance to questions and
answers in reaching agreement on the whole prob
lem of atomic energy, Mr. Hickerson recalled
that he had not yet received an answer to the
question he had asked the delegation of the Soviet
Union at the sixth consultation on 8 September.
He had asked if he were correct in assuming that
the USSR Government was prepared to negotiate
only on the basis of national ownership of atomic
materials and national ownership and manage
ment of facilities making or using dangerous quan
tities of such materials. If the representative of
the Soviet Union were prepared to reply to his
question, Mr. Hickerson would be interested in
the answer.



During a procedural discussion on whether or
not the complete text of the United States repre
sentativc\; statement should be appended to the
summary record. both the United States and the
U~SR representatives returned to certain points
they had made in their previous statements.

Mr. 1\IAI.IK t Union of Soviet Socialist Repub
lics) contended that, since he had spoke extem
poraneously and no verbatim record of his remark!'
was available, he would be placed in an unfavour
able position if his statement were summarized
and that of the L'nited States represen·~tive in
cluded in full. :Mr. Malik also noted that it had
originally bet'n agr,~ed that no verbatim records
would be prepared. Further, he felt that he had
properly understood the substance of Mr. Hicker
son's statement but he would be very happy to
study the full text.

:\Ir. HICKERSON (L'nited States of America)
a~ked the Secretariat to make 11 copy of his state
ment and deliver it to Mr. rVlalik during the meet
ing. He suggested that 1\1r. l\Ialik might wish to
strike from the record any statements made that
were based on a misunderstanding.

The eHAnD!.\X observed that, as a draft sum
mary record would be circulated, each representa
tive would have an opportunity to correct his own
rem:!rks. Thereinre, 1;1.' prc1poscd that 110 texts of
statements be appended to the summary record.

The Chairman's suggestio/l 'i.('as accepted.

The Chairman observed that undoubtedlv the
time was apprO:lching when the Ad Hoc Political
Committee of the General Assembly would discuss
atomic energy and \\'ould be interested in an in
terim report on the progress of the consultations.

At the suggestion of the Canadian representa
tit'c, it 'i.l'aS ag1"crd that the question of an intel"im
report would be discussed as the first item on the
agenda of the next I1!ctting.

The Chairman announced that the USSR rep
resentative had requested that the discus"iorl on
point 8 not be closed and that points 2, 3 and 5
remain to be considered.

Mr. M,\LIK (Union of Soviet Socialist Repub
lics) thought it would aid their discussions if the
United Kingdom representative, as author of the
list of topics, were to make an introductory state
ment on each item. Particularly, he believed it
would be helpful to have the views of the United
Kingdom representative on the time table he en
visaged under item 8.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the USSR rep
resentative might wish to address his question to
the United Kingdom representative at the next
meeting.

There was no objection to the ChairmCln's sug
gestion that the press communique mention only
the fact that a meeting had been held in accordance
with General Assembly resolution 191 (HI) and
the date of the next meeting.

P,'ess communique No. AC/219 was approved.

The incoming Chairman, Mr. MALIK (Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics) proposed that the
next meeting be held at 3 p.m. on Thursday, 13
October 1949.

The meeting rose at 7.05 p.m.
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TENTH MEETING

He'd at Lake Success, New York,
011 Thtlrsda)', 13 October 1949, at 3 p.lIl.

('''~l ir111a11 :
Mr. J. A. MALIK, Union Llf Soviet Socialist

Republics;

Mcmbers:
1\lr. Amold C. SMITH, Canada;
Dr. H. R WEI, China;
:\1 r. .1 ean CH,\ UVEL, France;
:;ir :\Iex<lncler CADOG.\N, L'nited Kingdom of

Great Britain and l'\orthern Ireland;
?\1r. John D. HICKERSOX, L'J1ited States of

America.

Secretariat:
~1r. C. E. ZIXCHEN KO, Assistant Secretary

General;
Dr. O. FHEY, Secretary.

The CIL\Il·'lIIAN observed that the representa
tin's had agree(1 first to discuss the advisability
of submitting an interim report to the General
:\ssembly on the status of the group's work and
then to consider points 2, 3, 5 and 8 of the United
Kingdom list of topics.

:\lr. CU.\UVEL (France) recalled that, during
the previous meeting, he had suggested the desir
ability of an interim report, It was quite possible
that the problem of atomic energy would be con
sidered in the Ad Hoc Political Committee during
the next wee:;, and he had given thuught to the
Lest methoci of reporting on the consultations.
Oln'iously, it was not yet possible to state that
agreement existed. The report could not prejudge
the final results nor was it possible to state that
the representatives held common views which
would resolve the problem. Therefon~, Mr. Chau
vel proposed that a short report, listing the num
ber of meetings which had been held and stating
that the consultations had not been concluded, to
gether with the summary records, be forwarded to
the General Asst:mblv..\ Ir. Cha,we] then read his
draft interim report (appendix 1).

:-1r. Chauvel ohsen'ed that any representat;ve
could, of course, submit to the General Assembly,
either orally or in writing, any specific comments
which he might wish to add.

In supporting the French draft interim report,
Sir Alexander CADOGAN (United Kingdom) ex
pressed the belief that the members of Assembly
Committees, when discussing the atomic energy
question, \vould recall that the Assembly had re
quested the six sponsoring Powers to consult and
report to the present session. They were bound
to be called to account. It seemed impossible to
enlarge on the draft report, which would neither
encourage nor assist very much the discussion of
the problem in other United Nations organs,
Therefore, he welcomed the suggestion that repre
sentatives might wish to supplement the draft
report \vith further indications of the nature of
the differences which separated them.

Dr. W El (China), in endorsing the French
draft report, considered the submission of the
summary recurds to the General Assembly the
most effective method of presenting the substance
of their consultations.
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In supporting the French draft report, Mr.
HICKERSON (United States of America) consid
ered the simple text to be non-controversial. He
likewise noted that each Government would be free
to make, orally or in writing, such observations
on the work of the group to the General Assembly
as it deemed wise.

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as the representative
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, stated
that he did not object to the prinl'iole of f( ':'''« ..:
ing an interim report to the Generai i"\.ssp.mr..ly.
However, the suggested form for the report was
somewhat unusual in that, in the past, committees
had presented their reports in the form of a re
port with the resolutions and records annexed.
He expressed his regret that the summary records
had not previously been translated into the Rus
sian language, which would have promoted better
mutual understanding. He requested the Secre
tariat to have Russian translations circulated prior
to the next meeting. He would like to examine
them in the Russian language and possibly, during
the course of the next meeting, clarify or supple
'nent the position of his delegation. He would
then lJ C prepared to "PlC on the French draft
report. Mr. Malik -;dded that, when the report
was submitted to the Ceneral Assembly, the sum
marv records referr~d to in it would be translated
automatically. However, it would have been both
proper and efficient to have had the translations
of the summary records made as each one was
prepared.

~vIr. l\falik asked the representative of France
if it were his intention that any supplementary
statements be appended to the report or whether
he was referring to the type of statement any
member was entitled to make in any committee of
the United Nations.

;\1r. CHAUVEL (France) replied that he had not
had any clear-cut plan in mind. Since the report
was a neutral account of the group's \york, he
thought that those wishing to clarify their posi
tions might wish to do so orally or in writing.

Mr. Chauvel also asked that a French transla
tion of the summary records be prepared.

Dr. \VEI (China) reserved his delegation's right
to request Chinese translations.

In reply to questions, Dr. FREY (Secretariat)
stated that it would take the Secretariat five work
ing days to prepare the Russian translation of the
existing summary records. When the Secretary
General had extended the services of the Secre
tariat for the consultations, it was understood that
the meetings would be informal and would be
held in secret. The delep-ations had never requested
any summary records other than the English text,
and the Secretariat had thus been able to preserve
the confidential character of meetings by limiting
the personnel working on the records. If any
delegation had requested translations of the sum
mary records, they would, of course, have been
made. Since the records were now to be made
public. the Secretariat would make every eHort
to have their French and Russian translations cir
culated within one week.

Dr. W El (China) observed that the summary
records could only be translated. not modified, and
that the English text was the original. He ques
tioned the wisdom of including further material
in the report, and observed that, of course, repre-
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sentatives were free to present their views in any
form they wished. He proposed that the words
"United Nations" be referred to in the title of
the draft report.

l\lr. SMITH (Canada) observed that the group
was not a United Nations committee, but was a
series of meetings of representatives of six Gov
ernments, consulting together at the request of. the
General Assembly. At the first meeting of the
group, the Acting Secretary-General of the United
Nations had undertaken, as a courtesy rather than
as a matter of course, to provide secretarial and
translation services. The six Governments had
the inescapable duty to r-:-flort to this session of
the General Assembly. In courtesy to the .\lel11
bers of the Cnited Nations not participating in
the talks, 1:1r. Smith felt that the six Governments
should give the delegations to the Assembly as
much time as possible to studv the results of the
consultations before they had to come to a conclu
sion. on them? and should therefore report at the
earhest practIcable date. Since the conversations
had shown that substantial differences remained
and that there was not even full agreement on the
significance of the diHerences, Mr. Smith thought
that the French suggestion regarding the form of
report was a good one, since it was non-controver
sial. Th~ 0~1ly practicable alternative to agreement
on pubhshmg the summary records which Mr.
Smith could see would be to agree that there would
be no agreed report: each Government would then
exercise its right and duty, imposed on it by the
General A.ssembly, to send in its own report to
the Secretary-General for transmission to the
Assembly.

. MR. ~~\LIK (Cnion of Soviet Socialist Repub
hcs) saId that he was not interested in having the
Russian translation of the summary records after
the draft interim report had been voted on but
in having them to study before a decision was
taken. He wished to read them to determine if
there were any errors and if it were necessary to
supplement or clarify them. 'With regard to the
servicing of the consultations, Mr. Malik recalled
that although the group was not an official com
mittee of the United Nations, it had been estab
lished by the General Assembly. If the Secretariat
could make translations of the records within five
or six days, he \',Tould need only two or three
additional days to study them. Then a meeting
could be held to take a decision on submitting an
interim report. He did not believe the Ad Hoc
Political Committee would reach the question of
atomic energy before that time.

During a discussion of the status of the sum
mary records, the representatives of CHINA, CAN
ADA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, UNITED KING
DOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND
and FRANCE pointed out that it was their under
standing that, since an opportunity had been given
to all delegations to correct the draft summaries,
the records had implicitly been approved. Conse
quently, there could be no question of changing
the records. In this connexion, the Canadian rep
resentative quoted the following note from the
top of the dra ft summary records of the meetings:

"If corrections are received, a revised summary
record will be circulated; if no corrections are sub
mitted within forty-eight hours, the summary rec
ord will be considered to have been approved."



l\Ir. HICKERSON (United States of America)
suggested that a vote be taken at that meeting on
the French draft interim report, which he consid
ered non-controversial and which could include the
summary records of the first nine meetings.

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as the representative
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, said
that no one had suggested that any modifications
be made to the summary records. He only wished
to have the translations checked for errors and to
study the contents of the records before they were
submitted to the General Assembly. He did not
believe it was proper to vote on the French draft
report at that meeting, since all rules of procedure
in the United Nations provided that a delegation
should have at least twenty-four hours to study
any drafts or proposh:S.

Mr. SMITH (Canada) agreed that the USSR
representative should have twenty-four hours to
consider the French proposal before being required
to vote on it. He stressed the desirability of an
early decision, however, and suggested that a meet
ing should be called for the next day, or for the
day after that, for that purpose. He pointed out
that since it was now agreed that the summary
records of previous meetings could not be altered,
there would be no point in postponing a decision
on publication of those records until they had been
translated into other languages.

Mr. CHAUVEL (France) suggested that a meet
ing be held the following week in order to take a
decision on his delegation's draft report. I f one
of the General Assembly Committees were to take
up the following week the question of atomic
energy the Chairman could, of course, conwne an
earlier meeting.
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The incom:'lg Chairman, Sir Alexander CADu
GAN (United .i"ingdom) proposed that the next
meeting be held a~ 3 p.m. on Thursday, 20 October.

Press rclease No. AC1200 '<('(IS a/,/,rO'<'cd.

The meeting rose at 6.20 p.m.

APPEXDIX

DRAFT INTERIM REPORT 0:0< THE CONSULTATIO:\ S OF THE

SIX PERMANENT MEMBERS OF THE ATOMIC ENERGY COM

MISSION SUBMITTED BY THE REPRESENTATI\'E OF FRANCE

ON 13 OCTOBER 1949

[Official traJlslation]
[OrigiJlal text: Fn'Jlclz]

In paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution 191
(Ill) of 4 Xovember 1948, the representatives of the
sponsoring Powers, who are the permanent members of
the Atomic Energy Commission, namely, Canada, China,
France, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
and the United States of America. were requested to hold
consultations "in order to determine if there exists a basis
for agreement on the international control of atomic
energy to ensure its use only for peaceful purposes and
for the elimination from national armaments of atomic
weapons."

The first meeting took place on 9 August 194q and there
have been meetings to date. The consultations
have not yet been concluded and are continuing but, in
order to inform the General Assembly of the position
which has so far been reached, the six sponsoring
Powers have decided to transmit to it the summary
records of the first meetings.
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